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One characteristic feature of life is to convert energy from one form to another to 
perform functions in response to stimuli; based on this essential element, and their 
convenient size, colloidal particles are designed to mimic life, such as cells, bacteria and 
even larger animals, in the past decade. With this simplified model system, many aspects 
of physics of life, such as pattern formation, swarming/flocking behavior and response to 
heterogeneous environment, can be explored. More importantly, by stepping bravely from 
the conventional equilibrium framework of thinking, active matter opens a new direction 
for non-equilibrium physics, relevant or irrelevant to life. Without the simple rule to 
minimize free energy toward equilibrium, it is challenging to predict theoretically and 
study experimentally how a system with constantly supplied energy would evolve, 
especially when interactions between elements lead to dynamic effects resulting in 
unexpected emergent behavior. Going beyond the traditional scheme of relying on 
equilibrium statistics and free energy minimization to explain the system behavior, this 
thesis focuses on the rich structure and dynamics of active colloids, with energy constantly 
injected to the system at single particle level. From small cluster assembly behavior to large 
scale emergent phenomena involving hundreds of thousands of the particles, dynamic 
effects become equally or even more important in determining the structure and 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
Part of this chapter is adapted with permission from Jie Zhang, Erik Luijten, Steve Granick, "Towards Design 
Rules of Directional Janus Colloid Assembly", Annu. Rev. Phys. Chem., 2015, 66, 581 copyright Annual 
Reviews, Inc. (2015); Jie Zhang, Bartosz A Grzybowski, Steve Granick, “Janus Particle Synthesis, Assembly, 
and Application”, Langmuir, 2017, copyright The American Chemical Society (2017); Jie Zhang, Erik 
Luijten, Bartosz A Grzybowski, Steve Granick, “Active Colloids with Collective Mobility: Status and 
Research Opportunities”, Chem. Soc. Rev., 2017, copyright The Royal Society of Chemistry (2017). 
 
1.1 Background 
Starting from “dead” building blocks, it is a scientist’s dream to design materials 
whose self-assembling, responsive attributes rival those of living creatures. This dream has 
spawned a large industry of scientific endeavor, originating in the supramolecular 
chemistry of small molecules (1) but now encompassing the assembly of copolymers, 
proteins, DNA, and colloidal particles. For the dream of emulating life to go beyond 
rhetoric, the invention of self-assembled structures that self-replicate and self-correct is 
required (2). The assembly of colloid-sized particles differs fundamentally from that of 
atoms, molecules, and nanoparticles, as the range of their particle–particle interactions is 
generally small relative to the particle size, whereas this is not so for those other objects. 
Colloidal particles are a unique type of material class defined by their size, usually 
hundreds of nanometers to a few micrometers in diameter. From a scientific point of view, 
they bridge the realms of microscopic particles and macroscopic objects by capturing the 
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essence of both: they are small enough to be agitated by thermal energy, yet large and slow 
enough in their Brownian diffusion to be observed by optical microscopy in real time. 
Dominant interactions in colloidal systems, such as electrostatic, van der Waals, and 
dipolar interactions, govern the system behavior in a similar manner as they would do in 
atomic and molecular systems.  
Colloidal particles have been used as model systems to study fundamental problems 
in condensed matter (3), since colloidal systems obey the same thermodynamic rules as do 
atomic and molecular systems, though at a conveniently longer time and length scale for 
observation. This is an advantage, because it is very difficult to observe ultrafast dynamics 
in molecular systems. Pointed questions of physical behavior can be posed, especially as 
synthetic advances now allow one to synthesize particles in large quantities, with spherical 
particles standing as the hydrogen atom of this field (4). A large motivation for scientific 
activity in this area is to advance the field beyond the now-classical study of suspensions 
(5, 6). Crystalline structures analogous to those formed by atoms have been produced with 
potentially useful optical properties. Because the wavelength of visible light is comparable 
to the size of the building blocks (7), crystals of such particles might conduct, and of course 
forbid, the transport of light. Photonic crystals have been developed based on this idea (8). 
More exotic crystals have been assembled using oppositely charged particle mixtures (9). 
In a larger sense, these are examples of assembly not from covalent bonds as in the case of 
molecules, but rather from weak interactions as in the case of suprachemistry. Extending 
this approach, it is evident that colloidal clusters and assemblies could in principle be 
designed to manipulate matter and perform functions on larger scales than is possible with 
molecular-sized building blocks, perhaps using selective coordination (10). Regarding 
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reconfigurability, mutability, and responsiveness, these large building blocks are easier to 
design and control than smaller building blocks (11), although liquid crystals are a 
remarkable exception (12).  
This thesis uses a specific type of anisotropic colloids—Janus particles, named after 
the Roman god Janus with two different faces. It was first popularized by Pierre-Gilles de 
Gennes in his 1991 Nobel Prize lecture (13). It did not attract much attention until roughly 
15 years later but since that time, interest has burgeoned, increasingly so from year to year. 
  
1.2 Design of anisotropic colloids for unconventional self-assembly 
Certain degree of anisotropy in the building block is needed to achieve nontrivial 
structures; when building blocks are isotropic, their assembly tends to be mundane, for 
example, simple dense packing into hexagonal or cubic lattices (14). Molecular assemblies 
often achieve anisotropy via dipole–dipole interactions, of which hydrogen bonding is a 
special type, with consequences as profound as protein folding (15) when combined with 
hydrophobic–hydrophilic sequences. Even electrostatic interactions between particles can 
become directional, provided that surface charge is distributed nonuniformly and the 
screening length is sufficiently small (of the order of a few nanometers) (16). Three aspects 
of the directional assembly of colloids are important—the selection of particle shape (17), 
particle interaction (18), and hierarchical control (19). Traditionally, this field mainly 
concerns with thermodynamically stable assemblies (20), there are also more and more 
efforts devoted to study the possibility of kinetic and nonequilibrium control of the 
assembly process, such as hierarchical assembly and external field control (21).  
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The excitement of this field lies in the promise to develop new types of materials, with 
new functions that perhaps cannot yet be fully imagined. A grand goal is to combine the 
uniqueness of colloidal-sized building blocks with the control and selectivity that, 
traditionally, are associated only with molecular self-assembly. Even though the reverse 
design problem has not been solved, progresses are on the way. As no magic bullet can 
solve all problems, there are limitations. Efficiency is a great problem when seeking to 
implement self-assembly; to be realistically applicable beyond academic proofs of concept 
and in useful technological settings, defect tolerance should be low. This field does not 
know enough yet about how to control the efficiency of thermal self-assembly. It also does 
not know enough about the stability of the resulting structures; although intriguing 
structures have been fabricated from weak thermal interactions, methods to freeze them in 
place, to render the products robust, are at an early stage of development. Taking an even 
longer view, it is not only the final structure that matters. The extraordinary functionality 
of living matter involves self-correction and self-replication (22), but how to achieve this 
is at an early stage of development. Finally, we mention a pragmatic consideration: In some 
situations, the use of directional building blocks is simply not needed. There exists the 
alternative approach of achieving directional bonding by using isotropic building blocks 
with control over the assembly kinetics (23). This too can produce colloidal chains and 
labyrinths, by tuning the strength and range of short-range attraction and long-range 
repulsion (24). The defects that are intrinsic to thermally driven assembly provide 
motivation to direct assembly out of equilibrium. Energy can be injected into colloidal 
systems by the application of electromagnetic fields, by the addition of chemical fuels that 
allow the conversion of chemical energy to kinetic energy, and even by other fields, 
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resulting in self-propelled motion and the emerging field of active matter (25). Then 
additional interactions become relevant; for example, hydrodynamic interactions can cause 
colloidal particles to move collectively and form patterns without conventional equilibrium 
bonding, and this may compete with thermal interactions (26). Looking beyond this, it is 
clear that nonequilibrium assembly demands new ways of thinking about self-assembly.  
Three chapters in this thesis is on this subject: 
Chapter 2: Selective Janus Particle Assembly at Tipping Points of Thermally Switched 
Wetting 
Chapter 3: Design Assembly Pathway of Chiral Colloidal Clusters 
Chapter 4: Natural Selection in Colloidal World 
 
1.3 Design of active colloids for collective mobility 
There is mounting interest in the emergence of collective mobility in systems of self-
propelled objects that transduce energy into mechanical work to drive their motion, most 
commonly through fluids. Examples include motor proteins (27) in biology, whose motion 
is driven by the consumption of ATP; synthetic particles including nanoparticles and 
colloids, whose motion is driven by chemical reactions at their interface (28); synthetic 
micro-robots whose rules of interaction with their neighbors are programmed (29); and 
collective structures in the living world of organisms, from the microscopic and 
macroscopic living world with examples from bacteria colonies (30) to bird flocks (31) and 
schools of fish (32), respectively. Beyond fundamental questions of physics, chemistry and 
biology, active matter also presents numerous engineering opportunities, from the efficient 
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delivery of drugs to the design of ‘‘living’’ materials with structures and functionalities 
that would be impossible to achieve in passive materials (33). The rules of interaction can 
be relatively simple for colloids, which facilitates computer simulation (whereas the rules 
of law and order that govern the emergence of bacterial colonies, important as they are, 
would be enormously more difficult to affirm precisely). It has been argued, noting that the 
minimum size of living systems is micrometer-sized just as for colloidal particles, that 
similar physical rules may be fundamental to both of them (34). The rules of interaction 
possible in colloidal systems can also be extended to include some of the attributes of living 
systems. Study of active colloidal matter is sometimes justified by the hope to understand 
some essential aspects of living matter in a testbed of components whose relevant variables 
can be controllably modulated, allowing their consequences to be explored systematically.  
Questions that are important in this emergent new field include: (I) How are particle–
particle interactions implemented between these active colloids? One important difference 
from the interactions in traditional colloidal science (DLVO and hydrophobic interactions, 
for example) is the time-dependent nonequilibrium feature. (II) How to design active 
colloids towards collective structures? Systems of such active particles can explore more 
of phase space than when driven merely deterministically. How, in designing new 
structures, can one balance control and randomness to encourage ‘‘evolution’’ in desired 
directions? In the colloid world, structures and features can sometimes be selected, 
according to the dynamic rules of interaction, to produce states that are relatively stable, in 
the sense that their lifetime is long. What determines the lifetime of specific structures and 
dynamical patterns? What is the role of initial conditions? Is it useful to intervene in the 
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spirit of a Maxwell’s Demon (35) to promote desired structures during the evolution 
process? A large fraction of this thesis will try to tackle these problems.  
Three chapters in this thesis is on this subject: 
Chapter 5 Reconfiguring Active Particles by Electrostatic Imbalance 
Chapter 6 Self-churning Active Clusters 
Chapter 7 Adaptive Structure and Dynamics of Active Colloidal Polymer 
 
1.4 Future perspective 
Not enough attention has been given yet to switching the rules of particle 
communication with time as collective structures develop. Potentially, this approach could 
be implemented using sequences of electric, magnetic, light, and even chemical fields (such 
as the Belousov–Zhabotinsky oscillating reaction) (36), and reaction–diffusion processes 
(37), to program the elementary interactions. It is interesting that in the limit of rapid 
oscillations between the carefully chosen states, the resulting structures from dynamical 
interactions may be described by an effective averaged potential that may not be easily 
accessible by means of static interactions (38, 39). 
The active matter community began by trying to understand the physical origins of 
active structures in the living world (herds of animals (31), flocks of birds (40), schools of 
fish (41), swarms of insects (42), and even colonies of bacteria (43)), and extend them to 
create analogous structures using synthetic active matter. In times to come, increasing 
interest is likely to focus on understanding leadership (44), dissidence (45) and the effect 
of obstacles (46). The notion of planning has been introduced: classical alignment 
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interactions can give single particles the ability to anticipate the future orientation of their 
neighboring particles (47). As these trends continue, the interests of active matter scientists 
may come to overlap increasingly with those of social scientists. Fascinating spatial-
temporal patterns, such as Turing patterns, form as a result of the coupling of reaction and 
diffusion of different chemical species in a system (48), and also provide inspiration for 
general non-equilibrium systems, including collective dynamics of active colloids. 
Regarding self-assembly in conjunction with active matter, selection criteria are not 
simply the outcome of static free energy minimization familiar from equilibrated systems, 
as they may compete with dynamic criteria. Too little is understood about this, as it is 
unclear conceptually what is minimized when ultimate structures are selected. To build a 
database of possibilities, experiments and simulations of additional systems are desirable, 
and one can hope to formulate the lifetime distribution of alternative configurational 
structures. In seeking predictive capabilities, it is likely that machine learning will prove to 
be useful, just as it is already useful in other areas of knowledge that in the present state of 
understanding must be guided by empirical approaches (49).  
It is especially pleasing when known ideas can be extended to describe non-
equilibrium situations, as the paucity of general concepts capable of predicting new 
possibilities limits the development of any research field. The work by Vicsek (50) 
inaugurated efforts that sought to understand far-from-equilibrium physical phenomena by 
what amounts to a perturbation analysis, making analogies to what is known regarding 
equilibrium systems. Moreover, experiments show that systems whose underlying motion 
stems from active mobility often can be modelled as random walks; there are numerous 
examples of this, from run-and-tumble bacteria to synthetic active particles, and even 
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animals or human beings and their stock markets (51). While these systems display 
persistent motion over limited times and distances, stochasticity causes them to average 
over long times into diffusive states with the important exception of systems that can be 
glassy (52). From this point of view, one can motivate on physical grounds various attempts 
to link the transport behavior of active particles to that of passive Brownian particles, and 





CHAPTER 2  
SELECTIVE JANUS PARTICLE ASSEMBLY AT 
TIPPING POINTS OF THERMALLY-SWITCHED 
WETTING 
 
Adapted with permission from Changqian Yu, Jie Zhang, Steve Granick, "Selective Janus Particle Assembly 
at Tipping Points of Thermally-Switched Wetting”, 2014, 53, 4364, copyright Wiley-VCH (2014) 
 
2.1 Introduction 
The burgeoning interest in reconfigurable materials is a scientific challenge not 
achieved using conventional schemes of self-assembly (20, 53). Here we explore the 
approach of placing the system at a tipping point such that large changes in assembled 
structure are triggered by small, reversible environmental changes. If this could be 
achieved, it could be useful for potential applications that have been envisioned for 
reconfigurable colloids, for example adaptive optics and coatings (54). We describe our 
progress with a scheme that is easily generalized: the exquisitely sensitive temperature 
dependence of wetting in a suitable mixture of two fluids. Selective wetting reversibly joins 
patchy colloidal particles into clusters and crystals, reversibly switched by temperature 
changes of only 1–2 °C. Thermal wetting can simply, selectively and reversibly join patchy 
particles into clusters (2D and 3D) and also colloidal crystals over the narrow temperature 
range of 1–2°C. This is demonstrated with Janus particles (gold half-coated silica spheres) 
immersed in a binary mixture of water/2,6-lutidine, such that the relative strength of gold–
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gold bonding through hydrophobic interaction and silica–silica bonding through the 
wetting-induced attraction is reversibly switched according to temperature.  
 
2.2 Results and Discussions 
The scheme is summarized in Figure 2.1. Janus spheres (silica particles coated on one 
hemisphere with gold) are immersed in the mixture of water/2,6-lutidine, a binary fluid 
that has been widely studied to understand the physical chemistry of liquid (55) and to 
cause attraction between colloids whose surface chemistry is homogeneous (56). We work 
with silica particles, for which the preferential wetting region (hatched region) lies below 
the phase transition temperatures of the binary liquid (gray region) and at lutidine 
compositions above its critical composition. 
 
Figure 2.1 Scheme of switchable bonding between Janus particles in the context of the phase diagram of 
water/2,6-lutidine mixtures. In the left panel, A and B denote gold and silica hemispheres and arrows 
represent increasing and decreasing temperature. The top solid line shows the coexistence temperature of 
water/2,6-lutidine mixtures.(57) The bottom solid line is the preferential wetting temperature, estimated from 
when spheres first join in experiments, above which wetting causes silica surfaces to attract while the solvent 
mixture remains in one phase (hatched region between two lines). When the solvent mixture separates into 
two phases (gray region), particles segregate at interfaces of two-phase liquid mixture. The rectangle 
enveloped by dashed lines highlights the families of temperature and fluid composition studied here. The 
associated scheme of reversible particle assembly is described in the right panel.  
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The opportunity to use this for reconfigurability arises when one considers that for 
Janus particles there are two pair interactions to consider, whose relative dominance one 
can seek to switch. Below the preferential wetting temperature, the charged silica surfaces 
repel one another while hydrophobicity of the gold-coated hemispheres (ζ potential of the 
gold surface ≈ 0 mV) causes them to attract one another. But it is different at higher 
temperature: now, wetting forces from the preferential adsorption of water onto silica cause 
those hemispheres to attract (hatched region in Figure 2.1) (58). Such preferential water 
adsorption from the binary mixture also causes a right-shift (59) from the reported bulk 
critical point, which is mass fraction xL = 0.29 and critical temperature Tc = 34.0 °C. In 
experiments reported below, the mass fraction was chosen slightly off-critical, xL = 0.35, 
to encourage wetting, unless noted elsewhere. At this composition, bulk demixing occurs 
at 34.2 °C and the preferential wetting temperature is 0.8–1.0 °C lower than this. As 
preferential wetting shifts the coexistence curve to higher lutidine fraction, this temperature 
window is larger than that at the critical composition quantified previously by total internal 
reflection microscopy (60). At even higher temperatures, one enters a zone of macroscopic 
phase separation in which Janus particles assemble as Pickering emulsions at the interfaces 
(61) between the two phases, as shown in Figure 2.2, except that this association is 
reversible unlike conventional Pickering emulsions. This unusual property opens the door 




Figure 2.2 Self-assembly of Janus particles at the interface between phase-separated structures of water and 
2,6-lutidine. The mass fractions of lutidine are xL = 0.18, 0.29 and 0.5, respectively. The circular schematic 
diagrams in the top panel show phase separated patterns where the dark color indicates the lutidine-rich 
phase. The scale bar is 10 µm. 
 
After particles sediment onto planar silica substrates, assembly is confined to be planar 
as for the 3 m spheres that we consider, the single-particle gravitational height of ca. 25 
nm is much less than the particle diameter. There are two extremes to consider. Below the 
wetting temperature and when local particle concentration is low (= 0.3 to 0.5), we 
observe small clusters (dimers and trimers mostly; Figure 2.3a) joined by hydrophobicity 
of the gold coating but with attraction so weak that the particles rotate even when gold 
patches are located close together. But above the preferential wetting temperature, the 
water-rich phase accumulates at silica, leading to silica-bonded clusters (Figure 2.3b) 
joined by hydrophobicity of the gold coating but with attraction so weak that the particles 
rotate even when gold patches are located close together. But above the preferential wetting 
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temperature, the water-rich phase accumulates at silica, leading to silica-bonded clusters 
(Figure 2.3b). Closely dense-packed 2D colloids (local = 0.7–0.8) produce extended 
planar structures, gold-bonded zigzag chains below the wetting temperature, highlighted 
in Figure 2.3c, with persistent shape that vibrates thermally. Upon further increase of 
temperature, silica–silica attraction “unzips” these chains, resulting in silica–silica bonded 
long chain aggregates (Figure 2.3d) in which the strong wetting force quenches particle 
vibrations. Bond switching occurs generally, regardless of the local particle concentration. 
For example, in Figure 2.4 one can notice that trimers are the most abundant state, yet the 
fraction of zigzag chains increases as the concentration approaches the close-packed 
regime, mainly due to higher effective pressure contributed by neighbouring particles (62). 
Note that this spectrum of self-assembled structures is controlled by small changes of 
temperature, 1–2 °C, and requires no chemical modification. During multiple temperature 
cycles, joining and disjoining of silica–silica bonds occurs within < 1 s around 1.0 °C below 
the demixing temperature, provided the composition is at the relatively low value xL = 0.35. 
When the lutidine fraction is higher, xL > 0.40, hysteresis is prominent. For example, silica-





Figure 2.3 Reconfigurable assembly of 2D Janus particle clusters through switchable bonding. (a) Gold–
gold bonded clusters. (b) Silica– silica clusters bonded by preferential wetting. (c) Gold–gold bonded zigzag 
chain. (d) Chain unzipped by silica–silica bonding. (e) Angled chains joined by side-by-side bonding. (f) The 
dependence of chain curvature on gold etching time of 40 s (top) and 60 s (bottom). To actuate this 
reconfiguration by switching on and off the silica–silica attraction, we employ temperature changes between 




Figure 2.4 Size distribution of gold joined clusters below the preferential wetting temperature at dilute 
(local ~ 0.35) and concentrated (local  ~ 0.75) particle density. Representative experimental images are 
shown in the inset. The scale bar is 10 μm. 
 
It may at first seem odd that Janus particles line up parallel to their equators but this is 
what we observed and it confirms a prediction from computer simulations for a slightly 
different physical system (63). Joined at their silica–gold boundaries rather than face-to-
face (Figure 2.3e) above the preferential wetting temperature, in the present system it seems 
that this configuration minimizes electrostatic repulsion while retaining wetting attraction. 
Physically, the probable reason is that wetting-induced attraction extends over more than a 
hemisphere area, because directional vacuum phase gold deposition in the synthesis step 
covers the spheres from above, producing negligibly small thickness near the equator. To 
test this interpretation, we reduced the size of the attractive patch by etching away the edge 
of the gold coating. This caused the chains to bend towards the gold sides. It is analogous 
to what happens with small-molecule surfactants, where changing the head-to-tail ratio (the 
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HLB balance) likewise causes curvature change in surfactant assemblies (64). Examples 
of HLB balance in the present system are shown in Figure 2.3e, f. Relatively large gold 
patches cause chains to bend with their silica patch inward; relatively small gold patches 
cause chains to bend with their silica patch facing outward. This assembly method is not 
restricted to forming planar structures. To form clusters, we adapt the pioneering droplet 
shrinkage method of Pine and co-workers (65), but exploiting the unique reversibility of 
the present system. Demonstrating the idea, we worked at mass fraction xL = 0.50, which 
is above the critical concentration. The scheme with temperature cycles is shown in Figure 
2.5a. Raising temperature to 0.5– 1.0 °C above the phase separation temperature produces 
a water-in-oil emulsion within which multiple Janus particles accumulate. Upon cooling to 
the miscible state, particles within shrinking water droplets organize into well-ordered 
clusters, the source of attraction being capillary forces from water-rich menisci between 
silica hemispheres. These clusters are stable for hours up to 5 °C below the phase separation 
temperature at this lutidine composition, because water menisci persist due to wetting 
hysteresis (66). Figure 2.5b illustrates a tetrahedron formed this way. Note that the cluster 
size is determined by the number of particles trapped, and that the larger clusters usually 
form from coalescence of small droplets. Figure 2.5c shows additional larger clusters 
whose high symmetry is notable. These structures are reversible: it shows the disassembly 







Figure 2.5 Formation of 3D clusters. (a) Scheme of using temperature cycles to reversibly assemble 3D 
clusters. The dashed line is the bulk demixing temperature. Water-rich droplets are denoted in gray color. 
(b) Data accompanied by schematic diagram showing that tetrahedra arise from droplet shrinkage. 
Temperature decreases from 0.5°C above the demixing temperature (37.0 °C at xL=0.50) to 1.0 °C below 
that. From left to right, droplet size shrinks (gray). (c) Representative images of 3D clusters with larger 
numbers of particles at 1.0°C below the demixing temperature. The scale bar is 5 m. 
 
Another avenue to form droplets that subsequently shrink to form particle clusters 
exploits surface dewetting. To implement the idea, we designed the experiment such that 
water-rich droplets would dewet from a hydrophobic substrate. It was convenient to modify 
silica planar substrates with OTS monolayers (octadecyltrichlorosilane). The repulsive 
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forces (60) between OTS and silica hemispheres drives particles to develop structures with 
silica sides facing away from the substrate. When the particle concentration is small, 
usually  < 0.3, we observe small clusters similar to those in Figure 2.5. High particle 
concentration, usually  > 0.5, produces larger clusters, including micelles, tubes and even 
bilayers (Figure 2.6). Note that while a computer simulation (67) has predicted bilayers 
and tube shapes to be unstable, the simulation prediction was for patches of equal area but 
as argued above, wetting-induced attraction can extend over an area larger than a 
hemisphere. 
  
Figure 2.6 3D silica bonded clusters on hydrophobic OTS-coated silica substrate. (a) gold-bonded clusters 
as described in the text; (b) 3D micelles, tubes and bilayers bonded by silica-silica attraction at the phase 
transition temperature. xL = 0.35. Scale bar is 20 µm. 
 
What if particles interact preferentially with the flat silica substrate? Beyond 
previously discussed switchable particle– particle bonding, particle–substrate interaction 
dominates as the particle density is kept low ( < 0.10). We observed orientational flips 
with increasing temperature (Figure 2.7a). Below the wetting temperature (stage 1), 
particles rotate freely out-of-plane with the gold hemisphere showing a preference for the 
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substrate because of gravitational bias from the metal coating and electrostatic repulsion 
between silica and substrate. Within the preferential wetting regime (stage 2), particles 
align with their equators roughly perpendicular to the substrate, reflecting the compromise 
between gaining wetting force and minimizing silica-substrate repulsion and gravitational 
energy. Above the phase separation temperature, even just 0.1–0.3 °C above it (stage 3), 
water-rich droplets on the substrate trigger the particles to maximize contact of their silica 
hemispheres with the substrate (68). This is so when the thickness of wetting droplets is 
less than the particle radius such that the capillary attraction causes the particles to flip; the 
case of thicker wetting droplet is shown in Figure 2.5b. Of course, droplets tend to coalesce. 
Droplet coalescence causes particles to crystallize into perfect hexagonal packing (stage 
4). Large crystals form rapidly from merger of droplet-coated regions of the substrate 
(stage 4’) and even without droplet merger provided that the surface contains a high density 
of particles (stage 4’’). To demonstrate thermal reversibility in this situation, crystals in 
stages 4’ and 4’’ were gradually cooled to 1.5 °C below the demixing temperature (Figure 
2.8). Interestingly, crystals of flipped particles, except those at edges, are found to survive 
even 0.6 °C below the demixing temperature due to the residual water layers. Further 
decreasing temperature promotes complete dissolution of these water layers, leading the 
crystal to fall apart into individual particles and gold bonded zigzag chains, respectively, 




Figure 2.7 Assembly from particle-surface attraction. (a) Particle orientation changes as temperature rises: 
state 1 (freely rotating particle), state 2 (gold-silica equator stands perpendicular to the substrate), state 3 
(gold-silica boundary lies parallel to the substrate), state 4 (crystalline clusters of state 3 particles). States 
4’ and 4” are large area of crystals. (b) Coalescence-induced sudden collision of two particles and also 
multiple particles. The water-rich wetting layer droplets surrounding them are shown in gray circles imaged 





Figure 2.8 Disassembly of 2D hexagonal crystal upon cooling. The temperature is lowered from the demixing 
temperature to 1.5 oC cooler. A relatively small crystal piece (horizontal panels denoted (a) and a larger 
crystal area (horizontal panels denoted (b) are shown, respectively. From left to right, images denote elapsed 
time sequences after cooling. xL = 0.35. Scale bars are 10 μm. 
 
This long-range “attractive” force causes swift particle–particle assembly at 
separations as large as tens of microns. To confirm that the mechanism is coalescence 
between water-rich solvent droplets, we defocused the microscope to make the wetted 
regions visible, as drawn in the insets of Figure 2.7b. To quantify kinetics of the process, 
we computed the radii of gyration of these assemblies. Inspecting how this changes with 
time (Figure 2.7b), one identifies rapid (< 0.1 s) decrease of Rg and also rearrangements 




Figure 2.9 The assembly of C18-thiol modified gold-coated Janus particles. The hydrophobic interaction 
between thiol modified surfaces is so strong that wetting cannot overcome it. From (a) to (d), the density of 
particles increases. xL = 0.35. Scale bar is 20 μm. 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Switchable bonding between triblock particles. Panels (a - c) show gold-gold bonded clusters 
and (a’ - c’) show their reconfiguration into silica-silica bonded ones at the phase separation temperature 




We conclude by commenting on the generality and limitations of our approach. To 
make it work, it is necessary to have reversible switching of A–A and B–B bonding. Our 
system satisfies this criterion. But we found this approach fails when the hydrophobic 
attraction is too strong, specifically when C18-thiol was used to make gold more 
hydrophobic, in which case particles became bound irreversibly (Figure 2.9). However, 
provided that reversibility is maintained, the approach appears to generalize nicely. We 
found that triblock particles coated with gold at the poles (69) similarly switch between 
gold–gold bonded dimers, trimers and chains (Figure 2.10). To exploit more complex patch 
arrangements and shape anisotropy (53) can be considered as a next step that follows 
logically. There exist other potentially effective approaches to achieve reconfigurable 
assemblies, especially use of DNA linkers (23), but an advantage of this method is that 
there is no need to modify the surface chemically, provided that it is convenient to work 
under the solvent conditions of this experiment. 
 
2.4 Supporting Information 
2.4.1 Particle Synthesis 
The application of gold patches onto spherical colloidal particles to produce Janus and 
triblock silica spheres was described in earlier work from this laboratory (69).  Briefly, a 
monolayer of 3 µm silica spheres (Tokuyama) was prepared by depositing 2 wt % aqueous 
solution on a Piranha solution treated glass slide and carefully dried by nitrogen. The 
monolayer was subsequently coated with 2 nm of titanium and followed by 15 nm of gold, 
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using an e-beam evaporation system. The preparation of triblock particles involved another 
deposition step by peeling the Janus particles using a PDMS (Dow Corning) stamp. The 
patch size was varied by chemically etching the gold layer. The etching solution was 
prepared with 4.93 g Na2S2O3, 0.087 g K4FeII(CN)6, 0.667g K3FeIII(CN)6, 11.2 g KOH, and 
200 ml of deionized water. In this experiment, the etching time was chosen as 40 s and 60 
s (Figure 2.3) to vary the curvature of these side-by-side bonded chains. Extensive repeated 
rinsing was performed to ensure that no etching solution remained on the slide. C18-thiol 
modification was achieved by depositing n-octadecanethiol (Sigma-Aldrich) in its 2 mM 
ethanol solution for 2 hours, and then the particles on the substrate were rinsed with 2% 
HCl ethanol solution and pure ethanol, and finally harvested by ultrasonication in deionized 
water. In deionized water, these Janus particles have a ζ potential -25 ± 5 mV, roughly half 
of the original silica particle -50 ± 5 mV (Malvern Zetasizer Nano). This indicates that gold 
surface has nearly zero charge relative to that of the silica surface. 
Particle suspension preparation. The binary fluid mixture of water and 2,6-lutidine 
(Sigma-Aldrich ≥99%, purified by redistillation), has a lower critical solution temperature 
at ~ 34.0 oC at the critical composition with lutidine mass fraction xL~ 0.286.(70) In this 
experiment, we chose xL~ 0.35 unless noted otherwise, in order to produce full wetting of 
silica. Particle suspensions were prepared by washing the original suspensions by 
ultrasonication (Fisher Scientific, FS30H, Puissance: 100 W at 40 kHz ± 6%) in 
water/lutidine solution at the desired composition three times (2 minutes × 3) in succession 
at room temperature. The suspension was then sucked into a fused silica rectangular 
capillary tube (Vitrotubes, 100 μm thick) treated by oxygen plasma (Harrick PDC-32G). 
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The sample was sealed by 5-minute epoxy (Devcon) and attached on a glass slide for 
optical observation. Each sample was prepared for one-time use and discarded afterwards. 
 
2.4.2 Setup and Data Acquisition 
The temperature-control chamber stage, with 0.1 K precision, was purchased (TSA02i 
Inverted Microscope Thermal Stage, Instec) and home-machined to fit securely onto the 
top of the optical microscope (Observer A1, Zeiss). Observations were made using bright-
field imaging with a 63× air objective. Videos were recorded by an EMCCD camera 
(Princeton EM) at 10 frames per second. Videos and images were digitized and processed 





CHAPTER 3  
DIRECTED SELF-ASSEMBLY PATHWAYS 
OF ACTIVE CHIRAL CLUSTERS 
 
Adapted with permission from Jie Zhang, Jing Yan, Steve Granick, “Directed Self-Assembly Pathways of 
Active Colloidal Clusters," Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2016, 55, 5166, copyright Wiley-VCH (2016) 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Many interesting instances of self-assembly take place in the presence of motion under 
controlled external fields (shear (71), electric (72), magnetic (73)) and more complicated 
chemical fields such as in biological entities (74), so that it becomes a problem of reaching 
steady-state, necessarily outside equilibrium, and even more importantly of doing so in a 
rationally directed fashion. How to design and direct the assembly of elements with 
autonomous motion into higher order structures comprises an unsolved problem with 
relevance from biology to technology (75). Without downplaying the important differences 
between such systems, it is fair to note that progress has been impeded by the paucity of 
experimental systems in which direct, quantitative, controlled studies are possible. Despite 
the mounting interest in synthetic active particles, too little is known about their assembly 
into higher order clusters. By mixing bare silica particles with Janus particles that are self-
propelled in electric fields, we assemble rotating chiral clusters of various sorts, their 
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structures consisting of active particles wrapped around central “hub” particles. These 
clusters self-assemble from the competition between standard energetic interactions and 
the need to be stable as the clusters rotate when the energy source is turned on, and fall 
apart when the energy input is off. This allows one to guide the formation of intended 
clusters, as the final structure depends notably on the sequence of steps in which the clusters 
form. 
 
3.2 Results and Discussions 
We investigate self-propelled particles large enough to be observed in an optical 
microscope with image analysis of large statistical datasets. We use a mixture of micron-
sized silica particles and half-metal coated Janus particles that interact owing to the 
electric-field-induced dipoles (76). They sediment at the bottom of sample cells in water 
and the Janus particles “swim” on the plane perpendicular to the applied AC electric field 
(77). A sketch of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.1. For silica particles, the 
applied AC electric field induces one dipole in the center, and for Janus particles, the field 
induces one dipole on the metal-coated hemisphere and another dipole of different 
magnitude on the silica hemisphere (78), both of them shifted from the geometrical center 
of the sphere, creating anisotropic interactions between particles. On the other hand, Janus 




Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of the experimental setup. 
 
First we choose to work with a mixture of 3 m Janus particles and 4 m silica 
particles with a number ratio of 5:1 and a surface area coverage of 0.3 to ensure an excess 
of Janus particles. Janus particles are slightly attracted to the substrate due to the 
asymmetric flow around them (77), whereas pure silica particles enjoy relatively more 
freedom in the direction perpendicular to the substrate. As induced dipoles are repulsive 
when their connection is perpendicular to the electric field but attractive when aligned with 
the field, we tune the field so that in-plane repulsion between a silica particle and a Janus 
particle turns to out-of-plane attraction when the pure-silica particle is lifted up despite its 





Figure 3.2 Directed self-assembly of chiral colloidal active clusters. Here the Janus particles are 3 mm in 
diameter and the diameter of the pure silica hub particle is varied. (a) With AC electric field (40 kHz), the 
scheme shows that one inert (pure-silica) particle is lifted slightly from the bottom of the sample cell to allow 
attraction of either three or four Janus active particles, resulting in tetrahedral rotors (“low activity”, 
electric field 40 V/mm) or square pyramidal rotors (“high activity”, 80 V/mm). Microscope images show 
these multiple clusters accompanied by unattached Janus particles whose abundance is in excess. Magenta 
and cyan arrows indicate counterclockwise and clockwise rotation, respectively, of the clusters in this image 
and below. Scale bars are 10 m. (b) Representative microscope images, paired with schematic illustrations 
for each of them, of the clusters for hub particles with diameter 3 m (first row) and 6 m (second row with 
high activity, 80 V/mm; third row with low activity, 40 V/mm). Scale bars are 3 m. 
 
When attraction between the pure-silica and the Janus particles overcomes the inherent 
repulsion between the Janus particles themselves, chiral clusters are generated in which the 
dynamically assembled elements rotate, either clockwise or counterclockwise, with the 
pure-silica particles as hub. Both tetrahedral (assembled at high activity) and square 
pyramidal (assembled at low activity) rotors are obtained in nearly pure form. There is no 
chiral preference at present but methods to consider doing so if desired have been proposed 
and demonstrated (79). Representative microscope images of multiple tetrahedral and 
pentamer clusters are shown in Figure 3.2a, below a schematic illustration of the forces 
that drive their formation. When the hub particle size is increased from 4 m to 6 m in 
diameter, pentamers and hexamers are selected instead at high and low activities, 





Figure 3.3 Assembly pathways and dynamics for 4 m diameter bare silica particles and 3 m diameter 
Janus particles in excess abundance. (a) Microscope images, each accompanied by a schematic illustration, 
of kinetic pathways during growth to the final configurations. Arrows denote observed structural 
interconversions. (b) Average cluster size plotted against time as clusters grow (40 kHz electric field) at low 
and high activity (blue: 40 V/mm, red: 80 V/mm ). Inset magnifies the first 9 s after electric field was applied. 
 
Figure 3.3a summarizes the assembly pathways of the stable rotating tetramer and 
pentamer rotors assembled from 4 m pure-silica particles and 3 m Janus particles. They 
form three coexisting metastable intermediate structures consisting of a hub particle 
enveloped by active Janus particles, the latter with moving heads pointing toward the hub 
particle since active Janus particles must move toward the hub to attach. Either two or three 
Janus particles may attach to the hub particle all at once or one by one, as indicated by the 
arrows in Figure 3.3a. The tetrahedra assembled from fast-moving particles adjust to the 
stable rotating configuration quickly and generate a dynamic shield by rotating rapidly: 
during the period of one rotation, the fourth Janus particle has insufficient time to join in, 
although there would be space to do so, whereas the tetrahedra assembled from slow 
moving particles are more floppy. Figure 3.3b plots the average cluster size against time, 
showing rapid organization into tetramers whose fast rotation (at 80 V/mm AC electric 
field) leaves too little time for insertion of an additional nearby free particle; the few 
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exceptions are those few pentamers assembled from the start when occasionally four Janus 
particles join the rotor before it reaches steady rotation. But when swimming is slower (40 
V/mm), particles have more time to interact so that as geometry and interaction energy 
allow, all hub particles find their four vanes eventually. As a control experiment, after 
assembly at low activity, the rotation speed of pentamer rotors can be raised to a state of 
high swimming speed without reverting to tetrahedra, but tetrahedra formed at high activity 
grow into pentamers when their speed is lessened. This capability to capitalize upon 
organizational redundancy is an attractive design principle by which to engineer the 
intended structure.  
 
Figure 3.4 Calculated induced dipole energy for a tetrahedron and a pentamer (square pyramid) cluster, at 
40 kHz, 80 V/mm electric field, comparing different Janus particle orientations () on the x-axis. Hub 
particles are not shown in the illustrations. Regardless of the cluster size, all Janus particles are set to rotate 
in the same chiral direction, counterclockwise in the example drawn here, with rotation amplitude the same 





As clusters grow, orientation-dependent interactions between particles begin to matter. 
In this system, the induced dipole energy largely exceeds hydrodynamic interactions, so 
we only consider the induced dipole interactions for the calculation of cluster energy. The 
energetic stabilities of tetrahedron and pentamer clusters were calculated (Figure 3.4): 
hugely larger than thermal energy, the relative changes between clusters of different size 
and different arrangement are subtle and independent of the electric field strength, even 
though experimentally, the electric field strength has a significant effect by influencing the 
swimming activity. The lowest-energy structures are not observed as the pathways toward 
them are not accessible; Janus particles swim with their dielectric sides toward the hub 
particles to which they are attracted. The arrows in Figure 3.4 indicate the experimentally 
observed configurations, which are neither global nor local minima, showing the failure of 
using only energy criteria to predict structures. Note that the actual energy landscape with 
each Janus particle freely rotating is much more complicated; here the curve is only shown 
for a special case when all participating Janus particles are rotating the same angle from 




Figure 3.5 Rotation of chiral clusters. (a) Schematic diagram showing the Janus particle orientations in the 
most stable rotating clusters that were experimentally observed. As indicated by the dotted blue circles below, 
ideally clusters would rotate in circles whose radius depends mathematically on the particle radius as shown. 
(b) The observed probability distribution of rotation frequency is plotted against rotation frequency for 
tetramers (red) and pentamers (blue), for the experimental condition of 40 kHz, 80 V/mm. c) Illustrative 
spiral trajectory of one petal (left) and diffusional trajectory of the center (right) of a pentamer rotor. 
 
The most stable rotating configurations require rotational symmetry and no relative 
orientation change between neighboring Janus particles as the cluster rotates. For the 
tetramer and pentamer rotors here, Figure 3.5a shows the steady-state configurations of 
their Janus particles. The single particle velocity in a pentamer is tangent to the trajectory 
of the cluster itself, whereas the velocity of particles in a tetrahedron has an additional 
component inward. This may help to stabilize the tetrahedron architecture. Note also that 
the pentamers have a larger footprint. The ideal radii of their circular orbits, as they rotate 
clockwise or counterclockwise, depend predictably on a simple geometric calculation 
(Figure 3.5a).  
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But inevitably, in the colloid-sized world, there is all sort of randomness and 
fluctuation. Figure 3.5b shows the probability distribution of the rotation frequency for 
tetramers and pentamers under the same condition. The ratio of average rotation frequency 
is the same as the inverse ratio of the trajectory perimeter as anticipated, but the clusters 
drifted in space. This is because they were buffeted not only by collisions with unattached 
active Janus particles but also by the imperfect rotational symmetry stemming from internal 
fluctuations around the average Janus–Janus envelope geometry. Though the underlying 
mechanism differs, it is noteworthy that the spatial trajectories of these rotors bear striking 
visual resemblance to some natural chiral microswimmers with motion driven by spiral-
shaped flagella (Figure 3.5c) (80). 
 
Figure 3.6 Multi-shell colloidal clusters self-assembled dynamically from 3 m Janus particles and 9 m 
silica hub particles. 
 
Besides activity, the hub size in this system is crucial, not only concerning obvious 
geometrical packing, but also because range and strength of induced dipole moments scale 
with its volume. However, a sufficiently large size mismatch between hub and 
circumferential particles changes qualitatively the steady-state clusters that form. When the 
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hub-to-Janus ratio reaches a large mismatch of 3 (hub particles 9 m in diameter), the 
assembled structures are not unique; they take various forms and mostly do not rotate as 
tendencies to rotate are cancelled by balance of forces in these large structures (Figure 3.6). 
We have observed up to three shells of Janus particles in such cases, but only the first shell 
is attached rigidly, while particles in the second and third shells are transiently bonded to 
the cluster and exchange frequently with free Janus particles in the suspension.  
 
3.3 Conclusions 
In conclusion, clusters can be selected which differ from the most favorable 
configuration indicated by the energy landscape in an otherwise passive system. This is a 
truly nonequilibrium assembly scenario, in contrast to the traditional approach of 
perturbing equilibrium while maintaining the structures assembled from the same energetic 
interactions that control equilibrium self-assembly (81). The directed self-assembly 
requires energy input to deviate from the paths taken by a passive system. Furthermore, the 
design of such an active system can be subtle, in hope of utilizing the activity or energy 
input to guide the kinetic aspect of the assembly system. Our work with careful choice of 
the hub particle size and particle activity demonstrated this possibility, and even a 
controlled bifurcation with simple tuning of experimental parameters. Another example is 
a recent work (82) in which the authors intentionally choose the size ratio of a passive gear 
and active particles to guide the anchoring of active particles to the gear for the 
deterministic assembly of a micromachine device. Understanding and exploiting the new 
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possibilities brought by the activity or autonomy of building blocks could open a new 
perspective and lead to more desired functionality in the field of directed self-assembly. 
 
3.4 Supporting Information 
3.4.1 Methods Summary  
Silica particles with 3 m diameter (Shinshikyu) are coated using electron beam 
deposition first with 35 nm titanium and subsequently with an additional 20 nm layer of 
silicon oxide, in order to keep the same surface chemical makeup on both hemispheres. 
They are mixed with untreated silica particles of different sizes (3 - 9 m) in 0.1 mM NaCl, 
and allowed to sediment within a sample cell sandwiched between coverslips coated with 
indium tin oxide (ITO, SPI Supplies). The two parallel plates were separated by a 120 m 
spacer (Gracebio SecureSeal) with a hole in the center to confine the fluid. Alternating 
electric fields were applied across the two electrodes using a power supply (Agilent 
33522A). 
 
3.4.2 Calculations of Induced Dipole Interactions. 
The interaction between two complex dipoles A and B induced by an AC electric field 
is:  
2 3
AB A B 0 s 0 AB
2Re( ) (1 3cos π) / 4     U E r       (1) 
In the above equation, is the complex polarizability, * indicates the complex 
conjugate, E0 is amplitude of the applied field, s relative permittivity of the solvent,  the 
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vacuum permittivity, rAB the distance between the two dipoles, and  the angle between 
the electric field and the connection of dipole centers. When a mixture of Janus and silica 
particles sediments into a 2D layer at the bottom of the sample cell, with a slight mismatch 
of particle size, the interaction between a Janus particle and a silica particle is repulsive 
with around /2. 
To calculate the induced dipole of a dielectric particle coated with metal on one 
hemisphere, we reasonably assume the induced dipole moment of each hemisphere is half 
that of spherical particle of the same diameter and material. For a spherical colloidal 
particle, the polarizability  can be calculated by 30 s4π   KR , with K the complex 
dipole coefficient, R radius of particle. In fact, K is sensitive to the electric field frequency, 
particle surface charge and ionic strength in the solution. The complex dipole coefficient 
of a metallic sphere is calculated by using the analytical solution in (78), and the effect of 
the protective SiO2 coating to reduce the electric field outside the metal coating is 
considered. For a negatively charged silica sphere, the approximate analytical solution 
from (83) is used. Results at different electric field frequency are shown in Figure 3.7. The 
induced dipole moment of a hemisphere is considered half of a full sphere made of the 
same material. The induced dipole on each hemisphere is shifted from the center of the 




Figure 3.7 Solid and dotted curves represent the real and imaginary parts of the induced dipole coefficients 
for metal hemisphere (magenta) and dielectric hemisphere (blue) respectively at different frequencies. Black 




3.4.3 Calculation of the Effective Dipole Shift 
  
Figure 3.8. Geometrical sketch used to calculate location of dipoles located on a hemisphere. The sketch 
here refers to surface polarization charge on a silica hemisphere in aqueous suspension. 
 
The surface polarization charge density  of a hemisphere with dielectric constant p 














E        (2) 
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With the definitions of geometric parameters sketched in Figure 3.8, the unit dipole 
moment d of a pair of positive and negative surface charge elements each occupying a 
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Similar to the definition of center of mass, the effective dipole shift 
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shiftr  of the 
hemisphere is defined as:   
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Symmetry implies that the 
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shiftr  will align with the y axis, so the y component of 
displacement of the dipole dfrom the center is: 
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And the shift of dipole along the y axis is: 
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For a metal hemisphere, the calculation gives the same result.  
 
3.4.4 Justification of the Ignorance of Hydrodynamic Interactions. 
The magnitude of the induced electric field by an induced dipole on the sample plane 
in the experimental configuration can be expressed as Edipole = p/(4r3), where p is the 
source dipole,the permittivity of the medium, and r the distance from the source dipole. 
For one dipole with the calculated polarizability at the experimental frequency (40 kHz), 
at a distance of one particle diameter away (r = 2R), the dipole induced electric field is only 
5% of the applied external field, which is a second-order contribution, so we treat these 
dipoles as independent from each other when calculating the induced dipole interaction 
energy.  
The hydrodynamic interaction is too complicated in this system to have analytical 
solutions, but for the motile particles, the swim force Fswim = 6Rv sets the upper limit of 
hydrodynamic force to be around 0.25 pN with particle radius R = 1.5 m, particle velocity 
v = 10 m/s and  = 8.9×10-4 Pa·s for water, whereas the dipolar force between two 
dipoles A and B Fdipole = 4Re(A*B)E2/(3r4) at r = 2R can be calculated to be 60-130 pN, 
two orders higher than the upper limit of hydrodynamic force. Therefore the hydrodynamic 
force is considered to be a second-order influence when calculating the interaction energy 




CHAPTER 4  
NATURAL SELECTION IN THE COLLOID 
WORLD: ACTIVE CHIRAL SPIRALS 
 
Adapted with permission from Jie Zhang, Steve Granick, “Natural Selection in the Colloid World: Active 
Chiral Spirals" Faraday Discuss., 2016, 191, 35, copyright The Royal Society of Chemistry (2016) 
 
4.1 Introduction  
“Active matter,” by which we mean matter not at thermal equilibrium but instead with 
mechanisms such that it consumes energy fed into its environment, is of mounting topical 
interest (84, 85). Nanoparticle and colloidal systems are especially attractive experimental 
systems as each moving element can with proper design be imaged while simultaneously 
viewing the collective behavior (86). Without the averaging that inevitably goes into 
scattering experiments (87), and without the coarse-graining that goes into rheology and 
other ensemble-averaged measurements of system properties (88), these systems can reveal 
not only the fine structure but also its larger-scale assembly, provided that the moving 
elements are large enough to visualize. We present a model system in which to study 
natural selection in the colloid world. In the assembly of active Janus particles into rotating 
pinwheels when mixed with trace amounts of homogeneous colloids in the presence of an 
AC electric field, broken symmetry in the rotation direction produces spiral, chiral shapes. 
Locked into a central rotation point by the center particle, the spiral arms are found to trail 
rotation of the overall cluster. To achieve a steady state, the spiral arms undergo an 
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evolutionary process to coordinate their motion. Because all the particles as segments of 
the pinwheel arms are self-propelled, asymmetric arm lengths are tolerated. 
Reconfiguration of these structures can happen in various ways and various mechanisms 
of this directed structural change are analyzed in detail. We introduce the concept of VIP 
(very important particles) to express that sustainability of active structures is most sensitive 
to only a few particles at strategic locations in the moving self-assembled structures.    
Here we are interested in the cases where the moving elements interact with attraction 
sufficiently strong to produce assembly, but sufficiently weak that the collective assembly 
has the opportunity to reconfigure in response to the environment. Aspects of traditional 
self-assembly are involved (89) but are even more complex because the need to respond to 
the environment can mean that dynamically-assembling systems are not governed 
primarily by particle-particle interactions as would be the case in traditional equilibrium 
self-assembly (20, 69, 90). In this study, we are especially interested in how the system 
evolves towards a final steady-state. As would be the case for biological evolution, it is 
natural to anticipate some kind of natural selection of those structures that are most 
compatible with the environment.  
When assemblies of particles move coherently in liquid, their interactions with the 
environment can generate structures that are chiral, i.e. structures that are the same except 
for different handedness. Examples in the natural world span the range from the mundane, 
as when water drains in a sink by forming a chiral vortex, to the celestial, as when galaxies 
rotate clockwise or anti-clockwise. Other examples abound even more in the biological 
world; for example, lower level organisms such as bacteria often swim in a spiral path as 
their bodies are never perfectly symmetric (91). These examples raise interesting puzzles 
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that go beyond simply observing the chirality of the trajectories, puzzles about the 
relationship between shape and motion, especially when the mounting interest in active 
material design must ultimately be grounded in coordinating the motion of body parts and 
the whole body. 
Regarding the experimental system, this study goes beyond this laboratory’s 
traditional interest in single-component Janus particles (11, 16, 92) and considers instead 
the new dynamic structures which result when one mixes Janus particles with isotropic 
particles, both of them in an electric field. Building upon a preliminary study presented 
elsewhere (93) in which the Janus particles are repulsive to each other, here we consider 
particles that mutually attract to form active filaments. This is a convenient system in which 
to explore how structure evolves. Geometrical considerations in this system generate 
rotating clusters assembled from an isotropic sphere at the core, surrounded by three or 
four arms composed of strings of self-propelled Janus particles linked head-to-tail. 
“Evolution” springs from the assembly, disassembly and conformation changes of 
structures through various “reactions” analyzed below. Long-lived structures are “naturally 
selected” because their collective motion is better compatible with the motion of the 
constituent individual particles, which themselves are active. We find that the particles 
bonded into such long-lived clusters continue to enjoy certain orientational degrees of 
freedom but not usually so much that this changes the structure or conformation of the 




4.2 Experiments Section  
For easiest visualization in an optical microscope, micron-sized particles were selected 
for study, with an experimental configuration described elsewhere (93, 94). Mixtures of 
silica spheres (usually 3 or 4 µm diameter) and half-metal coated silica Janus colloidal 
spheres (3 µm diameter silica coated on one hemispheres with 20 nm of titanium and then 
20 nm of SiO2) are selected with Janus spheres in excess in order to promote the assembly 
of numerous Janus spheres around a central core. The mixture is suspended in 0.1 mM 
NaCl aqueous solution and the particle suspension is sandwiched between two conductive 
transparent ITO coated coverslips and subjected to an AC electric field in the vertical 
direction. Density mismatch causes the silica spheres to sediment and ensures that the 
experimental system is 2D. When electric field is applied, the Janus particles stand up with 
their Janus interface parallel to the applied field. Observed in a bright field microscope, the 
metal appears black. Therefore, these Janus particles appear half-black-half-white in the 
figures described below. Typically, the electric field condition was 300 kHz, 40V/mm. 
The uncoated silica particles are not propelled by the electric field, but electric field 
induces a dipole moment in both the uncoated silica and Janus particles. For the uncoated 
silica particles, the dipole is induced in the center, whereas for Janus particles two dipoles 
are induced, one in each hemisphere of the particle (76, 95), each one shifted from the 
center of the sphere (94). Calculation confirms that the interaction between metal dipole 
and silica dipole is attractive (93) and that adjoining Janus particles favors head-to-tail 
attachment between the metal side and the silica side. Similarly, the metal coated 




4.3 Chiral Spirals  
The experimental system produces rotating spiral structures in which the core is a 
silica particle and arms of Janus particles emanate from the core, usually with 3 (for 3 m 
cores) or 4 (for 4 m cores) arms because this is how many arms can nucleate around the 
core. The arms are found to arrange spaced by equal distance. The structure is not like a 
rigid pinwheel however:  Janus particles within each arm can be perturbed by others and 
by random fluctuations, so each arm is flexible. At the selected AC frequency it is known 
that Janus particles are propelled in the direction of the metal coated hemisphere owing to 
asymmetric induced-charge electroosmotic flow around the two hemispheres each of 
which has distinct polarizability, as described previously (96). As the present system 
assembled with an excess of Janus particles, some free chains of Janus particles were also 
observed, unattached to a central core.  
As shown in Figure 4.1a, the synergistic reorientation of these active building blocks 
into a spinning structure leads to self-sustaining rotation that naturally breaks symmetry 
into spirals of opposite handedness and rotation direction. From a static image, the rotation 
direction can be predicted from the structure. Each arm is flexible because head-to-tail 
arrangement of Janus particles is satisfied over a large degenerate spectrum of possible 
mutual orientations. Thus, the same connectivity between particles allows numerous 
conceivable pathways of propelled motion, but only certain arrangements are self-




Before the AC electric field is applied, there are no dipoles and the mixture of particles 
is homogeneous. After the AC electric field is switched on, we find that sometimes a 
disordered cluster assembles in the early stages, and then its structure adapts to become 
spiral. Alternatively, sometimes we find templated growth in which arms grow regularly 
from a smaller spiral. The pinwheel structures rotate because of the geometrical 
arrangement of the Janus particles and although the rotation breaks symmetry, there is no 
preference for clockwise or counter-clockwise motion. Since each Janus particle in each 
arm carries its own engine and drives itself, the arms of the pinwheel do not need to be of 
the same length to take on steady rotation. The particles adapt to the collective structure 
and to the hydrodynamic forces that the spiral encounters, during rotation, by adapting their 






Figure 4.1 (a) Schematic showing the growth of chiral clusters from structure adaptation and templated 
growth. (b) A collection of symmetric and asymmetric chiral pinwheels (only those with clockwise motion 
are shown). (c) Microscopic image of a three-arm symmetric pinwheel rotating clockwise. Cyan, red, blue 
and magenta circles label the position of active Janus particles in each layer and their respective trajectories. 
(d) Mean square displacement of active Janus particles in each layer. Color coding is the same as in (c). (e) 
Mean square angular displacement of active Janus particles in each layer. Color coding is the same as in 
(c) and (d).  
 
A perfectly symmetric pinwheel structure would have its center particle fixed in place, 
but in practice we find they usually jiggle around their starting position, presumably 
because the arm configurations fluctuate slightly. Similarly, in a perfectly symmetric 
structure the angular velocity of all participating particles would be the same, and the 
velocity would depend on distance to the center. Figure 4.1c shows the microscopic image 
of a pinwheel rotating clockwise with three four-particle-length arms. Cyan, red, blue, and 
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magenta circles with dots label the trajectories and positions of the particles in each layer. 
All the three particles on the circles trace out identical trajectories and are rotationally the 
same. Figure 4.1d and 1e show the mean square displacement (MSD) and mean square 
angular displacement (MSAD) of particles on each layer with the same color coding as in 
Figure 4.1c. Both the MSD and MSAD scale with time squared, as a result of the constant 
speed and angular velocity in each layer. To maintain intact structure during rotation, the 
angular velocity of each layer is the same in Figure 4.1e, but the velocity in proportional 
to the distance of the layer to the center, as shown in Figure 4.1d.  
It is striking that arms bend so that their curvature trails the motion of the rotating 
assembly. In general, arms trail a rotating object when the driving force is applied from the 
center and transmitted to the arms, similar to the case if one places a T-shirt on a table and 
spins the shirt. Despite the fact that in this experimental system each particle is propelled 
individually, the symmetrical arrangement of arms around a central particle enforces 
rotation. The conformation and rotation of these pinwheels is equivalent to the case if all 
the arms were bonded to a center particle that itself produced the overall rotation. It is 
pleasing to notice that spiral galaxies similarly display trailing arms with few exceptions 
(97). 
We can speculatively hypothesize however the different scenario in which the end of 
each arm would be driven by a tangential external force. This could be produced by a 





Figure 4.2 The trailing (experimentally observed) and leading (hypothesized) arms of a rotating pinwheel. 
 
4.4 Onset of Coherent Motion and Orientation Locking 
It is a puzzle why arms lock into distinct mutual curved orientations although they are 
far away physically. This would be unsurprising if their mutual attachments were 
permanent and dictated by growth from the center particle, but in fact the bonding between 
neighboring particles is fragile and sensitive to orientation of each individual particle.  
In Figure 4.3a, we show the assembly at 5 successive instants of time up to 3 s, of a 
simple three-arm pinwheel, each arm containing only one particle, starting from particles 
that initially are unconnected. To aid visualization, 3 of these particles are labeled with 
different colors. Figure 4.3b shows their time-dependent orientations in the x-y plane. One 
observes that two particles (blue and magenta) attach to a central particle and start to rotate 
clockwise: the orientations of these two particles shown on Figure 4.3b increase steadily 
with roughly constant speed until the third (red) particle joins. Orientation of the incoming 
red particle is nearly constant until it attaches but starting from about 1.4 s, its orientation 
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abruptly changes to a new definite level, under the influence of other free particles nearby, 
even before attachment to the cluster.  
This move happened by chance but was essential to make it possible for the red particle 
to approach the cluster and become attached to it. Starting from about 2 s, all the three arm 
particles have joined the cluster. They now move coherently with fixed orientation 
difference; they rotate together. Also intriguing is to note that participation of the red 
particle caused the blue and magenta particles to rotate backwards relative to the orientation 
trajectories at early times, which one observes from the microscopic images and in the 
unusual turns of the three curves in Figure 4.3b at around 2 s elapsed time. It seems that 
the last member to join played the most important role in determining the configuration of 
the final cluster.  
Figure 4.3c illustrates a pinwheel with three longer arms. The cluster first translates in 
space because the pinwheel was asymmetric in arm length and arm orientation; motion of 
the entire cluster is incompatible with that of its individual constituents. This causes the 
cluster to deform and gradually modulates its shape, tending towards a sustainable shape. 
In the final state the center no longer translates apart from fluctuations. It is interesting that 
before arriving at the final state, the arms seem to be flexible and subject to perturbation, 





Figure 4.3 (a) A time sequence of microscope images showing the simultaneous assembly and coordination 
of a three-arm pinwheel. Blue, red and magenta circles indicate the identity of participating particles. (b) 
History of orientation for the three labeled particles in (a). Starting at about 2 s elapsed time, the three active 
particles coordinate their motion and have fixed orientation differences. Noise of these curves reflects 
jiggling of particle orientation. (c) The coordination process of a pinwheel with longer arms over two 
seconds. 
 
     Empirically, we find that the relative orientation of neighboring Janus particles in 
each arm favors an angle around /4, not the value of 0 that might be anticipated solely 
from considering induced dipole interactions. The observed distribution of orientation 
angle is plotted in Figure 4.4. The discrepancy is believed likely to stem from 
hydrodynamic interactions, but no quantitative explanation is offered at this time. 
Hydrodynamics probably also promotes the curved shape adopted by rotating filaments, 
but if we assume the interaction to be local, defects such as the kink in the middle of the 
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free filament in the inset of Figure 4.4 cannot be avoided. The arms in rotating pinwheels 
almost always lack kinks, however.  
Kink-free filaments, which are required for the sustainable rotation of a pinwheel, 
present a result of “evolution” and “natural selection” in this colloidal world. Here 
“evolution” means the dynamic assembly and disassembly of all possible structures 
through the various “reactions” that happen in the system. Long-lived structures are 
“naturally selected” because the combined collective motion of the clusters is compatible 
with each active individual particle inside.  
 
 
Figure 4.4 The distribution of the orientation difference between two adjoining Janus particles, from 
analyzing chains on rotating pinwheels and also those that form free chains. Inset illustrates the coexistence 




4.5 Cluster Reactions 
Imaging the malleability and reconfigurability of this system, we find that the directed 
dynamics falls into categories that are familiar in organic chemistry: addition, substitution, 
ring opening and closure, as well as more complex reactions. Figure 4.5 shows four typical 
reactions. In Figure 4.5a, the magenta particle approaches the blue particle at the end of an 
arm on a rotating pinwheel, quickly adjusts its orientation and attaches. Given the requisite 
distance and mutual orientation between particles, this reaction can also occur internally 
within a cluster, as illustrated in Figure 5b, where by chance the blue particle at the end of 
one arm lags to the point that it “reacts” with the nearby magenta particle on the 
neighboring arm: the orientation is acceptable and distance sufficiently close, so bonding 
between blue and magenta particles is created. Ring closure does not necessarily change 
the rotation of the overall cluster, because each particle is propelled by its own driving 
force according to its location within the cluster. In Figure 4.5c, the cyan particle 
approaches the blue and magenta particles and inserts between them. Alternatively, this 
can be interpreted to show that the cyan particle substitutes the magenta particle in bonding 
with the blue particle. During the transition stage the three particles form a triangle and 
bondings between them shuffle. Figure 4.5d illustrates more complex reactions: with the 
blue particle attacking the magenta particle, the magenta-yellow bonding breaks, which 
leads to further detachment of the cyan-yellow dimer.  
Superficially-similar colloidal “reactions” might be observed in equilibrium self-
assembly (98).  The difference here is that the reactions are biased towards the directed 





Figure 4.5 Four examples of typical cluster “reactions”. (a) The free magenta particle attaches to the blue 
particle on a pinwheel during its steady rotation. (b) The blue particle on one arm attaches to the magenta 
particle on a neighboring arm of the same pinwheel but the process imposes minimal influence on the rotation 
of the pinwheel. (c) The cyan particle approaches the bonded blue and magenta particles and inserts between 
them. (d) The blue particle approaches the magenta particle to open the ring bonding between magenta and 
yellow particles. The yellow and cyan dimer leaves the cluster due to this unfavorable orientation change. 
 
4.6 Chirality Switch 
We can define a state number to identify the rotation condition and structure of 
particles and clusters: 0 for the state of random motion without chirality, 1 and -1 for 
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clockwise and counterclockwise rotation, respectively. The natural selection process 
analyzed in this study concerns how to adapt the initial particle assembly (state 0) into 
rotating pinwheel with either 1 or -1 state. To switch chirality of a cluster requires the 
collective change of almost all particle orientations.  
To switch the chirality of a cluster which rotates already, one mechanism is through 
complicated reactions that may involve addition, substitution, ring closure and opening. 
The connectivity of particles within the cluster need not change, but usually does: this 
usually involves at least one particle that is not part of the cluster originally. Figure 6a 
provides one example in which the reactions reconfigure the cluster and switch the chirality 
from -1 to 1 without changing the connectivity of the three particles immediately adjacent 
to the center particle. The cluster starts with three arms of one-, one- and two-particle length 
respectively, rotating counterclockwise, as shown in the first two frames. The chirality 
switch occurs between frames 2 and 3, when an outside cyan particle approaches randomly 
nearby, attaches to the red particle, and induces dramatic changes of the orientation of red 
and magenta particles to favor rotation in the opposite direction. The reaction, however, 
does not end there. The close distance and compatible orientation of the yellow particle on 
one arm and the red particle on the neighboring arm drives them to stick and to continue 
with clockwise rotation. The small size of this ring and the critical orientation difference 
between neighboring particles results, with further rotation of this cluster, in detachment 
from the cluster of the cyan-magenta dimer.  
The concept of VIP, very important particle, is illustrated by the development history 
of this cluster. We can see that the three particles (blue, red, and magenta) that originally 
form the skeleton of the rotating cluster have always been the VIPs of this particle 
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collection and that the deviation angle of the head of these particles defines the cluster 
motion. Other particles, whether present as an extension of the blue VIP (yellow particle 
in frame 1) or as a connection between two VIPs (such as yellow and cyan in frame 5), 
may bond or debond without affecting significantly the cluster rotation, provided the VIPs 
do not change their orientations much. 
Arms longer than 3 particle diameters can be very flexible as the persistence length of 
the assembled chains is quite short, as a result of the preferred angle difference between 
neighboring Janus particles, so the persistence length of assembled chains is quite short. 
As a result, another way to switch chirality transpires internally but only when the spiral’s 
arm is long enough to be flexible. Although the VIPs immediately adjacent to the center 
determine the motion of the overall cluster, other particles on a long arm may affect the 
orientation of VIPs and eventually change the structure and rotation of the cluster. In Figure 
4.6b, an example of a 4-arm pinwheel with 3, 3, 3, and 5 arm lengths is presented: the 
longest arm was unable to keep the original form, deformed, and dragged the other three 
arms to rotate to the opposite direction. This may have been induced purely internally, 
enabled by the freedom of bonding between particles on the same arm, but it may have 
been influenced by interaction with a nearby cluster. The same can happen with a three-





Figure 4.6. Two ways to switch chirality. (a) After complicated reactions involving emergence and breakage 
of bonds, the connectivity of the three particles immediately adjacent to the center particle stayed the same 
but the chirality changed, in this illustration. (b) With a long enough arm, lack of control of the arm end by 
the center particle self-induced the chirality change, in this example. 
 
4.7 Cluster-Cluster Interactions 
     It has been shown that for arms on a rotating pinwheel the rotation coordination is 
likely established via mediation by the center particle. But clusters that are able to translate 
in space have opportunities for additional interaction. In addition to such communication 
“cabled” by physical contact, it might also be “wireless” through the longer-range medium 
of hydrodynamic interactions and induced dipole interactions, each of which could also 
perturb particle orientations, because as shown in the previous section, small perturbations 
(internal and external) to the mutual particle orientation within a cluster may result in 
cascading conformation changes. Physically, one may anticipate intuitively that it would 
be favorable for nearby clusters to synchronize in the rotation direction that minimizes their 
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mutual influence. Figure 4.7a shows one example of synchronization between two nearby 
clusters, with the left one developing from a translating state. Arrows show direction of 
translation or rotation for the two clusters. Figure 4.7b plots the distance between the two 
cluster centers with time: it first decreases dramatically due to the translation of the left 
cluster and then goes up and down as a result of the reconfiguration. Nevertheless, it 
remains to be determined from a more extensive statistical study how much of 
conformation change can be attributed strictly to external influence by other clusters, how 
much of it to purely internal stochastic perturbations. 
 
 
Figure 4.7 (a) Time sequence of microscopic images showing the synchronization of two nearby clusters over 
five seconds. The cluster on the right maintains steady rotation through this time but the cluster on the left 
starts with directional motion towards the one on the right, goes through the indicated adaptation process, 
and finishes with rotation in the same direction as the other one. Arrows indicate direction of motion or 





Natural selection, normally associated with the differential survival advantage of 
competing organisms, also applies to the world of active matter, where only certain self-
assembled motile structures are compatible with long lifetime. This produces biased 
“evolution” towards those structures. We have studied this problem in a system where each 
moving element is visualized in real time, a water suspension of half-metal Janus spheres 
mixed with a minority of silica beads and subjected to AC voltage that produces not only 
active motion from induced charge electrophoresis but also particle-particle attraction from 
induced dipole moments. We observe chiral spirals which rotate clockwise or 
counterclockwise. Mechanisms of spiral formation and of chirality switch are analyzed. 
Small perturbations to the mutual particle orientation within a given cluster, whether from 
random internal fluctuations or from interactions with nearby clusters, may result in 





CHAPTER 5  
RECONFIGURING ACTIVE PARTICLES BY 
ELECTROSTATIC IMBALANCE 
 
Adapted with permission from Jing Yan, Ming Han, Jie Zhang, Cong Xu, Erik Luijten, Steve Granick, 
"Reconfiguring Active Particles by Electrostatic Imbalance," Nature Materials, 2016, 15, 1095, copyright 
Nature Publishing Group (2016) 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Active materials represent a new class of condensed matter in which motile elements 
may collectively form dynamic, global structures out of equilibrium (99). Here, we present 
a general strategy to differentiate active particles into various collective states by 
introducing imbalanced electrostatics and more generally imbalanced interaction. 
Demonstrating the concept with computer simulations of self-propelled colloidal spheres, 
experimentally we validate it in the two-dimensional (2D) system of metal-dielectric Janus 
colloids subjected to perpendicular AC electric fields. The mismatched, frequency-
dependent dielectric responses of the two hemispheres allow simultaneous control of 
particle motility and colloidal interactions. We realized swarms, chains, clusters and 
isotropic gases from the same precursor particle simply by changing the electric field 
frequency. Large-scale polar waves, vortices and jammed domains are also observed, with 
time-dependent evolution of their collective structure that is intriguingly evocative of 
classical materials yet persistent in the active state. This strategy of asymmetry-driven 
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active self-organization should generalize rationally to other active 2D and three-
dimensional (3D) materials. 
The evolution of modern colloid study presents examples of ever-increasing 
complexity of using them as models for other systems. Originally, homogeneous spheres 
gave insight into atomic organization into crystals, glasses and their structural defects (3). 
The paradigm shifted to patchy colloids whose anisotropic interactions allow them to self-
assemble into complex “molecular colloids” (98). Most recently, self-propelled colloids 
have started to mimic nonequilibrium dynamics in nature such as flocks of birds and 
colonies of bacteria (34). Many forms of collective self-organization have been identified 
with active particles (99) and molecules (100). An important open question remains: Might 
one synthetically program multiple desired modes of collective behavior into the same 
active particle? Such programmability could represent a rudimentary form of multi-tasking 
potentially useful for applications (29), and by presenting the capability of reversible 
differentiation and reconfiguration, would extend the metaphor (101) that active systems 
can be designed to emulate living systems. 
To realize such reconfigurable active particles, we employ swimming Janus colloids, 
which are particles with two distinct hemispheres that present a prototypical synthetic 
material with the capacity to self-propel thanks to inherent broken symmetry. The Janus 
feature also allows independent control of the material properties of the two hemispheres, 
providing a rich design space for colloid-colloid interactions. Figure 5.1a summarizes our 
strategy. For simplicity and generality in illustrating this concept, consider self-propelled 
particles with two electric charges, one each on the head and tail. To be more concrete in 
this presentation, we begin with three-dimensional molecular dynamics (MD) simulations 
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of such particles, without loss of generality in the overdamped regime (Figure 5.1b-d). 
When the two charges have the same sign and comparable magnitude, the particles act 
similarly to isotropic spheres and behave as a random gas. This gas state similarly emerges 
when the electrostatics are negligible. As imbalance between two charges kicks in, various 
forms of non-trivial self-organization arise. As a first possibility, swimmers with equal-
and-opposite charges on each hemisphere can polymerize into connected chains (Figure 
5.1b). The equilibrium thermodynamics of dipolar chains has been extensively studied 
(102); this would be the motile analogue: active chains. Second, if the charge on one 
hemisphere greatly exceeds that on the other, a torque arises when active spheres come into 
proximity. This torque diverts head-repulsive swimmers to avoid head-to-head collisions, 
and temporarily aligns two colliding swimmers in the same direction. The resulting two-
particle alignment can produce coherent swarming of many particles on a large scale 
(Figure 5.1c). The phenomenology is qualitatively described by the classic Vicsek model 
(50), except that here velocity correlations result from this new reorientation mechanism. 
On the other hand, tail-repulsive particles in proximity will preferentially position their 
tails apart, thus encouraging them to face each other to form jammed clusters of high local 
density (Figure 5.1d). This is generally consistent with the density-dependent mobility 
model (103). However, different from other clustering systems based on velocity reduction 
during collisions (28) or interparticle attraction (101), reorientation dynamics in this system 




Figure 5.1 Examples of collective active states formed by spheres with imbalanced, off-centered charges. a) 
The strategy is to program dual electric charges shifted from the sphere center onto opposing hemispheres. 
Their signs (positive and negative) are color coded (red and blue), their relative magnitude is indicated by 
the respective dot size, and black arrows indicate the swimming direction of the spheres. Also shown are 
representative 3D simulated structures of (b) active chains, (c) swarms, and (d) clusters. White hemispheres 
represent the leading sides and red hemispheres the trailing sides. The blue arrow in (c) marks the global 
direction of the swarm. 
 
5.2 Results and Discussions 
To realize these active states in the same experimental system, we turn to dipolar 
interactions that can be easily induced and tuned by external electric fields (14). 
Specifically, we select Janus particles prepared from silica spheres with one hemisphere 
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coated with metal, covered with a thin SiO2 layer so that the outermost chemical makeup 
of the particles is homogeneous. Particles with relatively large size (3 µm) allow 
visualization of the double-faced feature by optical microscopy and minimize thermal 
motion. In deionized water, they settle to the bottom of the planar sample cell while 
remaining laterally mobile (Figure 5.3a). AC electric fields applied perpendicular to this 
quasi-2D system cause the particle equators to orient vertically while polarizing the 
hemispheres. Importantly, the metal and silica hemispheres polarize differently. This 
imbalance has two consequences. First, ionic flows, excited by the local electric field near 
the particle surface, have different magnitudes on the two sides and lead to self-propulsion 
of these particles perpendicular to the field, a phenomenon known as induced-charge 
electrophoresis (ICEP) (77). Secondly, the differential dielectric responses lead to different 
dipole moments for the leading and trailing hemispheres, providing the opportunity to 
achieve the imbalanced electrostatics that we have envisioned. Given that these dipoles are 
all located in and oriented perpendicular to the sample plane, the resulting dipole-dipole 
interactions are isotropic in the plane and act analogously to charge-charge interactions so 
our previous predictions should apply in this experimental system. More importantly, the 
frequency-dependent dielectric response makes it possible to simultaneously control not 
only the imbalance between the dipole moments of the two hemispheres but also the 
swimming force and even the direction of self-propulsion by a single parameter, the electric 
field frequency f. We calculate the dielectric spectra for both hemispheres as well as the 
interactions between the hemispheres in Figure 5.2b-c, taking into account both the 
intrinsic material properties and the response of ions in the electric double layer (104). The 
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dependence of particle velocity on frequency is also measured (Figure 5.2). Generally, the 
particle undergoes a reversal in the swimming direction as the frequency is increased. 
 
Figure 5.2 Dependence of the particle swimming velocity on electric field frequency and strength. (a) 
Dependence of particle velocity v on frequency f in a 0.1 mM NaCl solution. The electric field strength is 
kept constant at 8.33×104 V/m. At low frequency, a Janus particle swims with its dielectric side facing 
forward, a phenomenon known as induced-charge electrophoresis (ICEP, unshaded area). At high frequency, 
the Janus particle reverses its swimming direction, with the metallic side facing forward, a phenomenon 
called reversed ICEP (rICEP, shaded area). b, Dependence of particle velocity v on the square of the applied 
voltage, U2, in a 0.1 mM NaCl solution. The frequency is set to 500 kHz, i.e., in the rICEP region. The velocity 
v scales quadratically with electric field strength, like the reported dependence for conventional ICEP. 
 
Figure 5.2 shows the frequency dependence of particle velocity in a 0.1 mM NaCl 
solution. Our measurement is limited to above ~10 kHz by the strong electrohydrodynamic 
flows in the whole system and to below 4 MHz by the capacitance of the chamber. At low 
frequency, a metallodielectric Janus particle swims with its dielectric side forward. Such 
induced-charge electrophoresis (ICEP) relies on slip flows in the electric double layer 
(EDL), driven by the local electric field tangential to the particle surface. As the frequency 
f increases, it becomes increasingly difficult for ions to follow the rapidly varying field and 
to establish a fully charged EDL. As a consequence, the local electric fields gradually 
become perpendicular to the particle surface to support the charging of the EDL, leading 
to weaker slip flows. Consistently, the particle velocity v decreases with frequency f. Above 
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a crossover frequency f0 of ~70 kHz, the Janus particle reverses its swimming direction 
(moving with the metallic side facing forward). This reversal of particle motion at high 
frequency has been reported before, but the underlying mechanism remains elusive. As the 
frequency increases further (> MHz), the particle speed eventually drops again. Figure 5.2b 
shows the quadratic dependence of particle speed on the applied voltage at frequency f = 
500 kHz. Although the particle has reversed direction at this frequency, the quadratic 
scaling predicted for regular ICEP persists (77). 
We observed a similar frequency dependence in deionized water but with a much 
lower reversal frequency f0 ~ 10 kHz. This reduction in f0 is caused by the significant 
decrease in ion concentration. The charging frequency fc of the EDL provides a reference 
frequency for the ICEP, which scales as the square root of the ionic concentration c(77). 
Since c = 1.5 M for deionized water, fc is roughly 1/8 of that in a 0.1 mM NaCl solution. 
Likewise, the reversal frequency reduces from 70 kHz to 10 kHz. Since the ion 
concentration undergoes large relative changes over time for deionized water, we were not 
able to perform similar quantification of the velocity directly in deionized water. 
By varying the electric field frequency, we realize all the regimes predicted by the 
heuristic arguments of Figure 5.1a. First, when f is low (~kHz), dipolar interactions are 
negligible due to strong ionic screening effects, hence the particles move and collide 
randomly and isotropically (Figure 5.3d) (105). As f increases moderately to 20-50 kHz, 
ionic screening is largely reduced so that colloids can interact with each other through 
dipolar interactions. At the same time, the particles reverse their swimming directions, with 
their metallic side facing forward. Therefore, the condition for swarming is fulfilled: the 
repulsion between the leading, metallic hemispheres dominates (Figure 5.3c). Particles 
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align during binary collisions (statistics shown in Figure 5.4) and further organize into 
coherent swarms (Figure 5.3e). Finally, once the frequency reaches the MHz range (Figure 
5.3f), ions barely follow the rapidly oscillating field and the inherent material response 
dominates. The strong, opposite dipoles of the metallic and dielectric hemispheres yield 
head-to-tail attraction, producing the active chains predicted in Figure 5.1a. Collisions 
between active chains lead to temporary alignment, but chain flexibility precludes their 
collective polar swarms that have been seen in other systems (106). For each individual 
chain, any particle along it tends to align its orientation with those of adjacent particles in 
front and behind through the interactions between their shifted dipoles so that chains 
remain straight unless perturbed by the environment. Collision of the leading particle with 
another chain or an obstacle initiates a new straight segment along a different direction, 
creating a kink in the chain. These effects give an impression that the whole chain follows 
a trail when moving but the kink eventually rounds due to the weak rigidity of the chain. 
Such finite rigidity is also responsible for the nearly circular shape of continuously rotating 
rings, the active analogue of closed loops predicted for equilibrium dipolar polymerization 
(107). Lastly, the cluster state (Figure 5.3g) is likewise observed when salt is added to tune 




Figure 5.3 Experimental realization of the predicted active states from the same Janus colloidal spheres. (a) 
Experimental setup: Janus spheres are allowed to sediment in water between two electrodes. An AC electric 
field  is applied in the z-direction to cause particles to swim in the x-y plane. (b) Calculated real and 
imaginary dipole coefficients K (solid and dashed lines, respectively) plotted against frequency f for dielectric 
(blue) and metallic (red) hemispheres. Frequencies indicated by vertical lines are used in the experiments. 
(c) Calculated dipolar interaction U’AB at contact for different interaction pairs shown on the right, 
normalized by the interaction between two purely metallic hemispheres at infinite frequency. d-g, Illustrative 
images of (d) gas, (e) swarms, (f) chains, and (g) clusters observed experimentally. Images d-f are obtained 
in DI water with frequencies marked in (b) and (c). The cluster phase (g) is obtained in 0.1 mM NaCl solution 
at f = 40 kHz. Scale bars are 5 m in d-f and 30 m in g. 
 
To quantitatively prove that head-to-head repulsions give rise to alignment between 
the Janus colloids in the swarm state, we experimentally tracked more than 10,000 binary 
collision events under the same condition as the swarming experiment but at extremely low 
density (0 < 0.01). A binary collision is defined as a process during which the center-to-
center distance between two particles is smaller than a threshold value of 3D. We have 
varied this threshold from 2D to 4D; the conclusions below remain qualitatively valid. 
Consistent with our hypothesis, we observe transient alignment between two colliding 
spheres. 
A representative collision event is shown in Figure 5.4a. The two particles initially 
rotate toward the same direction as they move closer, and then become maximally aligned 
at approximately 3/4 through the collision event, and finally their orientations diverge again 
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slightly. To quantify two-particle alignment, we investigate the time evolution of the 
angle between the Janus directors of the two colliding spheres by analyzing this large 
statistical dataset. As shown in Supplementary Figure 5.4b, as time passes the distribution 
of  changes from a broad distribution peaked near /2 to a sharp peak at 0 (the aligned 
state) with long tails. By the end of the collision event, the distribution broadens again 
slightly and the peak at 0 disappears. All these observations are consistent with the picture 
that the repulsion between the two leading hemispheres gives rise to a torque, which first 
reorients the two colliding spheres to an aligned configuration but then to a diverging 
configuration in this dilute system. Note that we only include “effective” collisions in 
which the two spheres initially point towards a common point. “Ineffective” geometries 







Figure 5.4 Quantifying binary collision events in the swarm phase. (a) Snapshots of a representative collision 
sampled at 5 equally separated time points, showing the tendency of collision to promote transient alignment 
between two colliding particles. Arrows indicate the instantaneous orientation of each particle (director n̂). 
Time difference between two subsequent snapshots is 0.7 s. Scale bar: 5 m. (b) Statistics of the collision 
events, quantified by the time evolution of the probability distribution of , the angle between the orientations 
of the two colliding swimmers (inset). Color coding corresponds to the borders of the panels in a. We only 
count effective collisions: two particles initially head towards a common point and are separated by less than 




Figure 5.5 Calculated interaction between different pairs of hemispheres in salt solution. The color coding 
is the same as in the Figure 2b-c of the main text. The vertical line marks the frequency f = 40 kHz that we 
used to observe the cluster state.  At this frequency, the repulsion between two metallic hemispheres still 
dominates interparticle interactions. However, due to the presence of salt the frequency at which the particle 
motion reverses has shifted to 70 kHz. Hence, in the frequency range 30-50 kHz, the particles move with their 
silica hemisphere forward. The resulting tail-to-tail repulsion leads to the predicted cluster state.  
 
Beyond these predicted local arrangements, swarm states exhibit an intriguing 
hierarchical time dependence as they evolve to larger-scale structures. Initially, small 
coherent groups of particles nucleate in different locations and move in random directions. 
These collide and merge into huge waves (Figure 5.6a) sweeping over the field of view, a 
process involving tens of thousands of spheres heading in the same direction. Moreover, 
the wavefront propagates at a constant speed (Figure 5.6b) up to 1.4 times faster than 
individual spheres in the wave, typical of a shockwave (99). This shockwave arises as the 
polar wave continually recruits new particles from the random, dilute phase to the front of 
its directional migration. A simple phenomenological model captures the observed 
shockwave speed (Figure 5.6). These waves are transient: collisions between waves lead 
to vortices (Figure 5.7). In a dense system (initial area fraction 0 = 0.13), giant vortices 
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emerge as the final state. But in systems with lower particle density (0 = 0.04), the polar 
state is so transient that multiple vortices form immediately after the electric field is turned 
on, after which the system evolves to many isolated, stable vortices (Figure 5.8c). Vortices 
with the same polarity merge over time (Figure 5.8d) while neighboring vortices with 
opposite polarities do not annihilate: by sharing a common flow in-between, they maintain 
stable configurations. Figure 3e quantifies the time evolution of a typical dilute system by 
the average particle speed |v| in the image plane and the average magnitude of enstrophy 
|z| (108). |v| quickly rises to steady state as particle motions become coordinated and 
the number of collisions diminishes. |z| first increases sharply, signifying the formation 
of numerous vortices, but gradually decreases as vortices merge. The stable final 
configuration presents neighboring vortices all with opposite polarities. 
  
Figure 5.6 Propagation of the polar wave. (a) Experimental snapshot of a large-scale polar wave. A sharp 
boundary separates the wave with a high local density wave from the disordered phase with a low local 
density dilute. The wavefront (black dashed line) propagates with velocity vwavefront faster than its interior 
Janus particles (which have velocity vparticle). Scale bar: 30 m. (b) Time evolution of the density profile of 
the polar wave. (x) denotes local area fraction averaged perpendicular to the propagation direction of the 
wave. (c) The observed velocity of the wavefront (black) arises from two contributions: directional particle 
motions (blue) and recruitment of new particles from the dilute phase (pink). 
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Figure 5.6a illustrates a typical propagating polar flow. A distinct wavefront is 
observed, which separates the dilute, disordered region (with area fraction dilute) and the 
dense, swarming region (with area fraction wave). Based on the PIV analysis, the wavefront 
propagates at a speed vwavefront  40 m/s, 1.3-1.4 times faster than the swimming Janus 
particles (with speed vparticle = 29 m/s in this case) inside the polar flow. To explain this 
speed difference, we observe that the propagation velocity of a polar wave originates from 
two contributions, the directional particle motion and the recruitment of particles from the 
dilute phase. Within an infinitesimal time step t, a particle within the traveling wave 
travels a distance vparticlet. Meanwhile, the disordered phase has an average velocity of 
zero in the lab reference frame; hence, the Janus particles in the dilute phase move with an 
average speed −vparticle relative to the wave. Physically, these particles accumulate at the 
wavefront and once they reach the wavefront they reorient and become part of the wave. 
The total number of particles joining the wave is proportional to dilutevparticlet. As a 
consequence, the wavefront translates by (1+dilute/wave)vparticlet, and hence vwavefront = 
(1+dilute/wave)vparticle. Using representative numbers from Supplementary Figure S4b, for 
example dilute = 0.03 and wave = 0.12 at t = 10 s, we estimate the ratio between the 






Figure 5.7 Collision between polar waves. (a) Representative optical image of two colliding polar waves 
(their directions are indicated by blue and red arrows, respectively). Scale bar: 100 m. (b) Corresponding 




Figure 5.8 Time evolution in the swarming state. (a) Representative 2D snapshot of a polar wave at a given 
time, migrating in the direction indicated by the arrow. Initial particle area fraction 0 = 0.13. (b) Kymogram 
showing the propagation of the wave of panel a, with vertical axis representing time and horizontal axis 
representing translation along the direction of migration. Color coding denotes averaged local area fraction, 
ranging from 0 to 0.2. The constant slope indicates a constant traveling velocity of the wavefront. (c) 
Illustration of the final state with multiple vortices in a dilute sample (0 = 0.04). Shown is the vorticity map 
z(r), normalized by |z(r)| and overlaid with streamlines. (d) Vortices with the same polarity merge. Top 
panels: experimental images; bottom panels: corresponding z(r) and velocity field. Time difference between 
successive images is 7.0 s. Color coding is the same as in c. Scale bars are 200 m in (a)-(c) and 40 m in 
(d). (e) Time evolution of in-plane average particle speed |v| (unit: m/s) and average magnitude of 
enstrophy |z| (unit: s−2), for the sample shown in (c). 
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The exact origin of vortex formation is yet unclear. Previous simulations demonstrated 
that two-particle alignment can generate a vortex state if combined with long-range 
attraction (107). A possible source for this would be electrophoretic flow: in this high 
frequency range where Janus particles swim with their metallic sides forward, opposite to 
regular ICEP at low frequency, the particles pump flow from the x-y plane to the z axis and 
create a long-range hydrodynamic attraction.  
 
Figure 5.9 Time evolution in the cluster phase. (a) Snapshots of cluster formation of Janus particles in a 0.1 
mM NaCl solution acted upon by a 10 V, 40 kHz AC electric field. Scale bar 100 m. (b) Illustrative 
additional snapshots showing the coarsening process on a finer scale.  Clusters grow primarily by merger 
(red circles) during the first 60 seconds, but during the following 75 seconds primarily via a process akin to 
Ostwald ripening in which swimming particles leave small clusters (blue circle) and join larger ones (red 
circle).  Scale bar 40 m. 
 
 Time evolution of the clustering process is also interesting to consider. Figure 5.9a 
shows a typical time sequence. Qualitatively it is reminiscent of classical phase separation 
processes (Figure 5.9b) (103): clusters grow either by merging or by an evaporation-
condensation mechanism in which swimming particles leave small clusters and join larger 
clusters, similar to the Oswald ripening process of crystals. The hierarchical evolution in 
these active states underscores the rich dynamics in such active materials, which share 




Figure 5.10 Dynamic state diagram from 2D simulations. R is the ratio of the dipole moment on the trailing 
Janus hemisphere and the dipole moment on the leading hemisphere. M is the dipolar repulsive force between 
two spheres at contact, normalized by the swimming force. Simulation snapshots for the four different phases 
are shown, and the corresponding parameter choices (R, M) are indicated by the arrows. Only the cluster 
state is sensitive to M, because the nucleation of small clusters requires local reorientation of multiple 
particles, a process only possible if particles are given enough time to reorient before they separate again. 
The time scale of reorientation is determined by the competition between interaction strength and particle 
motility, precisely what is quantified by M. 
 
To unify these observations, we systematically scan the parameter space via MD 
simulations that capture the experiment’s quasi-2D feature and dipolar interactions 
controlled chiefly by just two factors, the strength and imbalance of dipolar interactions. 
We quantify the former by the ratio M of the dipolar repulsive force between two particles 
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at contact to the swimming force, and the latter by the ratio R of the tail dipole to the head 
dipole. For simplicity and generality, the dipoles here are chosen as real numbers. 
Exploring the space spanned by R and M with special attention to the phase boundaries, we 
generate the dynamic state diagram in Figure 5.10. The swarm and chain states are 
insensitive to the particle motility for a wide range of M. Indeed, we estimate the state 
space for stable chain configurations via simple force calculations (Figure 5.9), which 
predict a stable R range (6.7, 0.15), close to the measured R range (5.0, 0.35). 
Likewise, the swarm state is stable as long as the magnitude of the head dipole is 1.25 times 
larger than that of the tail dipole. In contrast, the cluster state depends sensitively on particle 
motility, as faster particle motion leaves insufficient time for particles to reorient and 
organize into a cluster. We find quite close correspondence between the experimental 
observations and the predictions from the simulated state diagram. Although the swimming 
speed and interparticle interaction are simultaneously changed by a single experimental 
parameter, such as field strength or frequency, combinatorial tuning of conditions and 
materials still makes it possible to explore the state diagram, as we have shown for the 
cluster phase using altered ionic strength. The state diagram provides a general road map 




The strategy presented here to organize collective active matter shows the potential of 
classic colloid science (64) to enrich the newer field of active matter. Expanding the 
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metaphor that active matter can emulate living systems, we have demonstrated that a broad 
variety of collective, active states can be generated from a single species of Janus particle. 
The strategy, if one extrapolates beyond the electrostatic (more specifically, dipolar 
interactions in the experiments) considered here, should hold for other forms of colloidal 
interactions that can be combined with the broken symmetry in the particle, such as steric 
forces owing to surface-coated polymers and even hard-core interactions if the particle 
shape is asymmetric (109), and this study can be considered a first step in that direction. 
These states do not rely upon the commonly employed but complex hydrodynamic 
interactions to produce collective motion but instead stem predictably from pairwise 
interactions that are controllable and well-studied in colloid science. The design principle 
might be extended to program other motile elements. Many such can be imagined, from 
nanoparticles to energized granular particles28, with the common element of avoiding need 
for sophisticated algorithms to control collective assembly. The experiments, presented 
here for convenient quasi-2D systems, illustrate more general principles, which we have 
validated by simulations not only in 2D but also in 3D.   
 
5.4 Materials and Methods 
5.4.1 Simulation Procedure
We perform overdamped molecular dynamics simulations to investigate active 
motions of Janus colloids (radius a). For the quasi-2D simulations, particles with an area 
fraction of 0.05 are confined to the plane and move within a square, periodic domain of 
side length 200a. Each particle carries two dipoles shifted away from the particle center by 
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d = (3/8)a towards its leading and trailing hemisphere, respectively. Both are oriented 
perpendicular to the x-y plane. For the 3D simulations, particles with a volume fraction of 
0.0077 (except for the swarm state, volume fraction = 0.0157) move within a cubic, 
periodic domain of side length 50a. To show generality, each particle in the 3D case carries 
two charges off-center by d = a/2 instead, interacting via screened Coulomb interactions 
with Debye length D = a/6.
 We employ reduced units, with the particle diameter D = 3 μm as length unit, the 
particle mass m = 3.74×1014 kg as mass unit, and the thermal fluctuations kBT = 4.11×1021 
J as energy unit. This yields a time unit of 0.009 s. Given the dynamic viscosity  of water, 
the spherical particles experience a frictional force  and a torque , with 
translational drag coefficient t = a = 6.06×103 and rotational drag coefficient r = 
a3 = 2.02×103 in reduced units. According to the reciprocal theorem29, the self-
propulsion of the particle can be translated into motion driven by an external force 
 (corresponding to a steady-state velocity v  20 μm/s). In addition to 
electrostatic interactions, particles also interact through their excluded volumes, modeled 
via a shifted-truncated Lennard-Jones interaction with  = 1, LJ = 1, and cutoff rc = 21/6). 
All simulations proceed for at least 108 steps, with time step 5×104 (= 4.5×106 s). 
 
5.4.2 Parameters for the calculation of the dielectric spectra  
To calculate the frequency spectra of the dipole coefficients of both hemispheres and 
their resultant dipolar interactions, we employed the model in (104). Parameters used in 
the current study are: Debye length −1 = 250 nm for deionized water (110) and 30 nm for 
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aqueous 0.1 mM NaCl solution; temperature T = 298 K; relative permittivity of the solvent 
m = 78.5; viscosity of water  0.89×10−3 Pa·s. The -potential of the silica surface is 
measured to be −52 mV. The solution conductivity Ks is calculated via Eq. (25) in (83), 
where D+ = 9.3×10−9 m2/s corresponds to H+ (Ref. 33) and D− = 1.1×10−9 m2/s corresponds 
to HCO3− (111), which are the dominant ionic species present in deionized water due to 
the absorption of CO2 from air.  For the NaCl solution, we use D+ = 1.3×10−9 m2/s and D− 
= 2.0×10−9 m2/s (112). Taking into account the protective SiO2 coating on the metallic 

















3.9 its permittivity. Meanwhile, the magnitude of the dipole moment is reduced by 








(113). The parameter , characterizing the 
contribution of the surface conductivity in the tightly bounded layer relative to that of the 
diffuse layer, is set to 1.2 (114).  
 
5.4.3 Experimental Protocol
Janus particles are created using directional deposition of metal onto dry colloidal 
particles in vacuum. Typically, a 2% suspension (20 l) of 3 m diameter silica particles 
(Tokuyama) is spread on a half glass slide (1.0×1.5 inch2), pretreated with Piranha solution, 
and dried to form a submonolayer. Next, a thin titanium coating (35 nm) followed by a 
SiO2 film (15 to 20 nm) is deposited vertically using electron-beam deposition, at 3×10−6 
Torr and a deposition rate of 0.5 Å/s. The monolayer is washed thoroughly with deionized 
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(DI) water and isopropyl alcohol, and then sonicated in 15 ml DI water for 90 s to collect 
the particles. Further sonication for 1 hour is applied to break up any aggregates, ensuring 
the production of discrete Janus spheres. After sedimentation for another hour, the 
concentrated suspension at the bottom of the centrifuge tube is used for the next step. 
To apply an electric field, we sandwich the particles between two coverslips coated 
with indium tin oxide (ITO, from SPI). The ITO-coated coverslips are further coated with 
25 nm SiO2 using electron-beam deposition to prevent surface absorption of the particles. 
A thin strip on one side of the ITO-coated coverslip is left uncoated during the SiO2 
deposition, which is later connected to copper tapes and further to a function generator 
(Agilent 33522A). The two ITO-coated coverslips are separated by a spacer (Grace, Biolab, 
SecureSeal) about 120 m thick, with a 9-mm diameter hole. Imaging is done on a Zeiss 
inverted microscope using transmission mode. A 5 objective is used for large-scale 
imaging and a 40 long-working-distance objective is used for the zoomed-in view. 
Movies are recorded using a CMOS camera (Edmund Optics 5012M GigE). A square wave 
of 10 V is used for most experiments.  
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5.4.4 Image Analysis 
Home-written Matlab codes are developed to analyze the experimental movies. For 
the zoomed-in views, we tracked the position and orientation of each individual Janus 
sphere30. To track the large-scale pattern evolution, we developed customized codes for 
particle image velocimetry (PIV). To avoid pixel-locking effects, a hybrid method is used 
to find the displacement of a subwindow: first, using 2D Fourier transform based 
correlation, the integers of the displacement vector are obtained. Next, a local search with 
a step size of 0.1 pixel is performed to improve the accuracy. Pixel-locking effects are 
minimized in this way. The typical interrogation window size is 32×32 pixels2 (40.5 m2), 
with a 50% overlap. Arrows on the figures represents averaged values from 2×2 
subwindows. The local area fraction (r) is calculated by counting the number of particles 
which appear as black dots in images with 5× objective. To generate the spatio-temporal 
plot and analyze the local area fraction profile of the polar wave, the images are rotated to 
place the direction of the wave along the x axis. (x) is then averaged along the direction 





CHAPTER 6  
SELF-CHURNING ACTIVE CLUSTERS 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Although a company desires to retain its customers, the goal of organizations such as 
a museum, a hospital or an Illinois tollway oasis is to keep a high volume of customers 
with a high renewal rate. This may also apply to the busy organelles such as mitochondria 
or ribosomes, for the sake of efficiency. Local accumulation of matter in many occasions 
is necessary. Examples include quorum sensing of bacteria when increase of local bacterial 
density triggers the onset of phenotypical behavior (115), and for motor proteins and 
enzymes to accumulate around and move along crowded DNA to facilitate series of 
functions in physiological settings (116). On the other hand, however, strategic 
coordination is required to avoid jeopardy of group function by traffic jam (117). This is a 
universal problem that concerns with not only the social and physiochemical systems 
mentioned above, but also the prosperity of self-driving cars, although implementation of 
the solution may be system dependent.  
The self-organization problems in dynamic systems have also drawn the attention of 
physicists in the field of “active matter”, which broadly refers to natural and artificial 
matter with the ability to move actively, with energy input into single particle level (84). 
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The idea of generating collective dynamics from local interactions also lead to collective 
pattern formation by programming thousand-robot swarm (29). Large density fluctuation 
and local accumulation are common in active systems (118). None of these systems, 
however, allows for churning and dynamic neighborhood within the dense region. Pattern 
changes in the robot swarm take place only at the surfaces and the rest of the pattern remain 
static, whose efficiency may be significantly improved by involving the particles inside. It 
has been shown recently that in mobility induced phase separation, local entropy 
production is concentrated at only the interfaces, where activity plays an essential rule 
(119).  Here we present the design principle and collective dynamics of an active colloidal 
system with the ability to form clusters that are active from inside out, by self-churning 
and coordinated motion to avoid traffic jam inside. The key to success is the 
implementation of head-to-tail attraction, analogous to the weak directional hydrogen 
bonding in HF liquid, in addition to tail-to-tail repulsion between particles that promotes 
clustering, as we have reported elsewhere (120). Anisotropic repulsion between particles 
ensures “porous” internal structure of the cluster, and head-to-tail attraction allows for 
dynamic “train” formation by particles aligning with each other transiently, and facilitate 
coherent motion in crowded environment.  
 
6.2 Results and Discussions 
The experimental system used here is the same as previous chapters, with metal-
dielectric Janus particles (D = 3 m) suspended in 0.1mM aqueous NaCl solution 
sandwiched between two ITO coated coverslips, separated by a 120-m thick spacer. 
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Alternating electric field is applied to the sample across the two coverslips, vertical to the 
bottom plane onto which the Janus particles sediment. Unless otherwise specified, 
frequency and strength of the electric field applied are 40 kHz and 80 V/mm, respectively. 
Upon application of electric field, Janus particles acquire immediate velocity due to 
induced-charge electrophoresis (ICEP) and interact with each other via asymmetric 
electrostatic interactions on the quasi 2-D plane they reside. Anisotropic interaction profile 
between two particles in closed contact can be found in the supporting information (Figure 
6.6).  
With individual particles responding to the local environmental changes via 
modulation of their speed and orientations, the quasi-2D system (area fraction  ~ 0.1–
0.15) experiences density instabilities and self-organizes into separate clusters that vanish 
or coarsen over time. Although the first impression of these clusters may be an emerging 
“liquid phase”, both structure and dynamics indicate that all over the clusters, particles 
behave as active as an interface of two well-defined phases with high turn-over rate. There 
exists a large density gradient between the dilute gas state and the dense cluster state. 
Unlike any other active clustering reported before experimentally or computationally, 
particles within the cluster state are not closely packed, but display a non-trivial density 
profile (Figure 6.1a, b). This is very different from traditional phase transition, with a well-
defined density for each phase. With this premise, in lieu of the epitaxial growth common 
for atomic system and other active colloidal systems, the clusters in this system grow while 
churning themselves and updating the density profile as well as renewing the constituent 
particles (Fig 6.1).  
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Zooming in to single particle resolution in a cluster, Figure 1c shows a cluster at quasi 
steady state (t = 0 s is chosen arbitrarily), in which particles in the cluster at the initial time 
are labeled blue and all newcomers red. With the size of cluster fairly unchanged, the 
majority of constituent particles are mobile, as represented by the seven tracer particles 
labeled with solid circles of seven different colors remaining in the cluster throughout the 
time. With N0 denoting the number of native particles (defined as those residing in the 
cluster at t = 0), Figure 6.1d plots the particle retention dynamics in this quasi-steady state 
cluster. N0(t) decays with time in an exponential way, and the time constant  is a function 
of cluster size, particle speed and interaction strength thus varies for different clusters at 
different experimental conditions. Within less than 200 seconds, almost all native particles 
are replaced although the cluster size and position remain constant with small fluctuations, 
as a result of the self-churning behavior. In contrast to the subdiffusive behavior of particles 
inside clusters reported in experiments and simulations of phase separating active fluids 
(121), both particles in the gas and cluster states are ballistic at short time and diffusive at 





Figure 6.1 Self-churning active clusters. (a) Bright field microscopic image sequence of a growing cluster, 
starting from the onset of electric field. The yellow circle with a diameter of 50D is centered at the centroid 
of the cluster, with D the particle diameter (3 m). (b) Evolving density profiles in a growing cluster with 
time. Six different colors correspond to colors of the frames in (a).  is the local area fraction, r the radial 
distance from the centroid of the cluster. (c) Time sequence of a quasi steady-state cluster self-organized by 
active Janus particles. Blue open circles mark the native particles within the cluster at arbitrary t = 0 s, and 
red open circles mark those joining the cluster afterwards. Solid circles label seven “tracer” particles that 
move and remain in the cluster through the time period represented. Scale bar: 50 m. (d) Particle retention 
dynamics of the cluster in (c). N0 is the number of particles in the cluster at the arbitrary initial time point t 
= 0 (native particles), and N0(t) represents the number of native particles that remain in the cluster at time 
t.  in the fitted curve is 35.7 s. (e) Mean square displacement (MSD) of particles in the coexisting gas 
(magenta) and cluster (cyan) states respectively on a log-log plot. Red line is of slope 2 and black lines are 




Snapshots of the cluster evolution at different times resemble those taken from a phase 
separating system (Figure 6.2a). The larger one of two nearby clusters grows at expense of 
the smaller one, similar to the Ostwald ripening dynamics (Figure 6.2b). The consistency 
extends to the coarsening dynamics, which follow a power law of 1/3. In contrast to the 
traditional phase coexistence where the interfacial layer is thin compared to the size of the 
dense phase (liquid or solid), however, the whole cluster appears to be as dynamic as an 
interfacial layer. Particles inside clusters ( > 0.1) are slower than those in the gas state ( 
< 0.1), but they do not further slow down going deeper into the cluster with higher local 
density. Instead, the particle speeds are similar from the boundary to the center of the 
cluster. On the other hand, the rotational diffusion constant which characterizes the 
frequency of reorientation increases monotonically with density, suggesting an alternative 
solution to being frustrated in a crowd situation.   
 
Figure 6.2 Large scale kinetics of the clustering. (a) Bright field microscope image sequence showing the 
clustering process. (b) Image sequence showing a small cluster “evaporating”. (c) Correlation length (t) 
grows with time, scaling as t.  is fitted to be 0.35. (d) Particle velocity v and rotational diffusion constant 
Dr varying with local area fraction f in gas-cluster coexisting state. v and Dr are fitted from short time (0.5s, 
25frames) mean square displacement and mean square angular displacement, respectively. 
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How could the particles even inside the clusters remain active? With the capability of 
resolving particle orientation in real time, one would immediately notice from the recorded 
digital videos the string-like structures. They may move coherently for a short lifetime of 
hundreds of milliseconds but constantly deform, break and reform, as the particle 
orientation dictates the direction of motion. When inside a cluster, at any instant of time, 
most particles belong to a weakly associated short string consisting of 2 to 7 particles, 
labeled by the semi-transparent red arrows in Figure 6.3a. They hop on and off different 
“trains” constantly. 
The unusual positional and orientational order of particle distribution inside the cluster 
domain can be quantified by calculating the ensemble averaged 2-D radial distribution 
function ( , ) ( , ) /G r r    and correlation function of particle orientation
ˆ ˆ( , ) (0,0) ( , )C r n n r   , in which (r,) is the displacement vector (in polar 
coordinates) originated from the reference particle, (r,) the number density of particles 
at particle orientation and n̂ the unit vector pointing from center of the sphere to centroid 
of the dielectric hemisphere, coinciding with the direction of motion. Both G(r,) and 
C(r,) are asymmetric, and plotted in Cartesian coordinates (Figure 6.3b,c). The fact that 
G(r,) > G(r, ±) >> G(r, ±/2) indicates 1) neighboring particles are more populated 
parallel with the particle orientation  than perpendicular to the particle orientation; 2) there 
are usually other particles ahead of the particle motion, either leader or obstacles, but not 
necessarily behind it, or followers. On the other hand, the result C(r, ±) > C(r, 0) >> C(r, 
±/2) = ±confirm the observation that particles align better with particles in the head 
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than tail of themselves, as the transient strings are mostly pointing inwards and headed with 
obstacles.  
The direction of motion for an isolated Janus particle takes the orientation of the 
particle itself (the vector pointing from particle center to the dielectric hemisphere). In a 
non-dilute suspension, because of the interactions between particles that give rise to 
torques, deviation emerges between the direction of motion and the particle orientation. A 
dramatic consequence of this effect is the collective particle orientation distribution in a 
cluster. By defining  and  as the deviation angle for particle orientation and velocity 
from pointing toward the cluster center, we plot the relative probability (Figure 6.3d) and 
probability distribution function (Figure 6.3e) of the two. The cluster is stabilized in the 
sea of dilute gas state because at each instant of time, particles are collectively pointing 
inward, as evidenced by the broad peak at zero of the blue plot on Figure 6.3e. However, 
for certain period of time, the cluster may remain in a quasi steady state, with the total flux 
in and out balanced, and the velocity direction distribution does not peak at zero but instead 
roughly at /2 and -/2, indicating the emergence of tangential velocity components 




Figure 6.3 Structural features in a steady cluster. (a) Bright field microscope image of a cluster, overlaid 
with two representative trajectories of particle motion within the cluster, lasting 20 seconds (color coded 
with time). Semi-transparent red arrows label some transiently aligned moving chains. Top left corner inset 
shows the definition of orientation deviation angle () and velocity deviation angle (). (b) Asymmetric 2D 
radial distribution function g(r, ) and (c) Asymmetric 2D angular correlation function C(r, ) of particles 
averaged over the entire cluster and over 20 seconds (1000 frames). Orientation of the reference particle is 
represented on both of the 2D maps. (d) Relative probability map of angle  and .  and are defined as 
the deviation angle of single particle orientation and velocity relative to the vector pointing from particle 
center to the centroid of the cluster, as defined in (a). (e) Probability distribution function (PDF) of the 
deviation angle of particle orientation () and velocity vector ().  
 
It is an essential question to ask when and how the observed short-lived orientational 
order emerges and how they contribute to the large-scale dynamics. In contrast to a system 
toward equilibrium, where the consequence of particle interaction does not involve time, 
the effect of particle interactions on active particle behavior depends largely on the 
dynamics, especially when off-centered forces are involved the dynamics and interactions 
are coupled together. The particle interactions depend on how two or more particles meet 
with each other, and they in turn change how particles leave each other and meet with 
others. Figure 6.4 shows two examples of different encountering scheme for two particles 
in a cluster-forming condition. In Figure 6.4a, the two particles encounter each other with 
nearly  difference, so that tail-tail repulsion dominates when the two particles are close 
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by, one of the two particles changes its orientation dramatically when the two particles are 
close enough so that the orientation difference become smaller. This may also contribute 
to the tangential velocity component relative to a cluster. In Figure 6.4b, the two particles 
encounter with each other in such a way that their orientations experiences dramatic change 
in response to the head-tail attraction. Notice that the most important effect of the 
interactions between particles is to exert torques on each other, so that the orientation 
change in response to it resulted coordinated motion of two or more particles. Such events 
are rare to detect in dilute suspensions, because the overall repulsion is difficult to 
overcome to bring two particles together even though they are active. Subtle changes in 
the behavioral rules may have substantial results on the collective behavior. For example, 
in this system, if we keep similar paradigm of interactions but invert the particle motion so 
that the particles become head-tail attraction and head-head repulsion the clustering 
phenomenon will disappear. The hydrodynamic interactions between particles, though a 
secondary effect, may add to the torque by electrostatic torques and contribute to the 




Figure 6.4 The effect of tail-tail repulsion and head-tail attraction on two-particle dynamics. Image sequence 
of two particle interaction with tail-tail repulsion dominance (a) and head-to-tail attraction dominance (b). 
(c) Orientation and distance change with time of the two interacting particles in (a). (d) Orientation and 
distance change of the two interacting particles in (b). 1, 2, and 12 are particle 1 orientation, particle 2 
orientation, and orientational difference between 1 and 2.  
 
Going beyond colloidal particles used in this system, the dramatic dynamics shown in 
this system result from the anisotropic interactions between active particles need not to be 
system specific. The dynamic chain formation inside an active system is short-lived but 
ever-present. With the convenience of the high turn-over rate and possibilities of carrying 
information by single or collective particles, better information transmission mechanism 
may be designed. For example, suppose in a system when active agents can only exchange 
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the information they carry when their encryption messages are matched (analogous to the 
alignment of particles in this system). Depending on the different angular correlation two 
agents have, they could exchange different type/amount of information (Figure 6.5). If we 
consider under certain criteria, for example when the correlation of two particle 
orientations are larger than a threshold, an “infection” event occurs, we could have a model 
of tunable epidemic dynamics. In case of encryption that the message can only be 
transmitted with the knowledge of a third party, the chaining behavior can serve as a model 
for “handshaking” in the information science. On the other hand, new interaction 
mechanism between self-driving cars or microrobots performing functions in their hosts 
could be designed so that they can form a community with a high concentration while 
keeping active without being blocked.   
 
 
Figure 6.5 Dynamic network with value (-1, 1) at each bond. Pair of particles within 1.3D are labeled, color 




In this study, we present a 2-D model system to show how active particles organize 
themselves into self-churning clusters via multi-body short range communication. By 
hopping on and off flexible trains formed by particles following each other, particles enjoy 
the freedom to travel in and out of the clusters thus are constantly renewed. Although 
particles are spherical in shape, the Janus feature ensures each particle to have a head and 
a tail that could be recognized by other particles. The dynamics presented here could be 
generalized in other nonequilibrium systems such as social systems or robotic design. We 
would also like to call attention to the importance and rich opportunity provided by angular 
resolved interactions leading to dramatic collective behavior. To explore the possible link 
between non-equilibrium physics and life-like behavior and to design better programmable 





6.4 Supporting Information 
6.4.1 Anisotropic Interactions  
 
 
Figure 6.6 Induced dipole interactions between particles. (a) One dipole is induced on each hemisphere of 
the Janus particle. Solid and dotted curves represent the real and imaginary parts of the induced dipole 
moments respectively at different frequencies. Shaded area indicates the frequency range in which 
spontaneous clustering takes place. (b) Induced dipole interaction between two particles at close contact 
with all possible relative orientations when clustering does not (f = 10 kHz) and does occur (f = 45 kHz). 
 
6.4.2 Effect of Immobile Particles on the Clustering Process 
We notice that inside some of the clusters, especially those at late stages, there are 
usually immobile particles. What are their roles in the nucleation and growth process? Do 
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they serve as nucleation sites to help the initiation of clusters, as suggested conventional 
condensed matter? Aiming to answer this question, we examine the roles of stuck particles 
in this active churning system. By averaging the intensity images of every 2000 frames (40 
s) of the movie, we are able to track the stuck particles that are not averaged out like the 
mobile particles in the view, and examine their correlation with the nucleation and growth 
process.  
 
Figure 6.7 Heterogeneous vs homogeneous nucleation of clusters. (a) An experimentally recorded image 
with yellow stars labelling the stuck particles. (b) The number (magenta) and fraction (blue) of clusters with 
and without at least one stuck particle inside the cluster (defined as heterogeneous and homogeneous 
nucleation, and represented by solid and dotted curves respectively). Blue and magenta stands for the 
fraction and absolute number of clusters in each nucleation type. 
 
Figure 6.7a features one snapshot of the clustering process with yellow stars indicate 
where the stuck particles are. Following the definition on classic theory, when a cluster 
does not have stuck particles inside, they are considered as “homogeneous” nucleation, and 
“heterogeneous” nucleation otherwise. Figure 6.7b plots the evolution of heterogeneously 
(solid lines) nucleated and homogeneously (dash lines) nucleated clusters. It is clearly 
shown that there are more homogeneously nucleated clusters than heterogeneously 
nucleated clusters in the beginning, but later during the growth process, when the total 
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number of clusters decreases, the fraction of heterogeneous clusters increases dramatically. 
As indicated by results above, the existence of a cluster mainly relies on the preferential 
collective orientation distribution toward the cluster center, as a result of the tail-to-tail 
repulsion. Together with this, the results with stuck particles further suggest that the stuck 
particles are not necessary for nucleation, as the cluster forms not simply from the 
obstacles. However, these obstacles may assist the formed cluster to survive by localizing 
the cluster and adding constant obstacles at the cluster centers, so that the fraction of 
heterogeneously nucleated clusters increases at later stages.  
  
6.4.3 Statistics of Binary Encountering Events 
To dig into how the orientational order arises, we tracked thousands of binary 
encountering events between particles when the particle concentration is low enough, 
seeking to examine the impact of the binary encounters on the orientational change of each 
other and the pair. The encountering events are defined as any pairs during the time when 
their center-to-center distance is smaller than 3D. Relative probability of the minimal 
distance between particles in a pair and the final orientational difference change is plotted 
in Figure 6.8a. The orientational difference of most of pairs remains unchanged, and the 
minimal distance peaked at 1.5D. Trivial changes of particle orientation (Figure 6.8b, c) 
were observed without the tendency to build up the observed orientational order at the 
emergence of the clustering process. This could partly be attributed to the fact that 
“effective” encountering events are too rare at an ultra-low concentration. As shown in 
Figure 6.4a, large torques between particle pairs that lead to dramatic orientation changes 
are exerted at very close proximity of the two. This further suggests the prominence of 
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short range of induced dipole interactions and the its dominance over long range 
hydrodynamic interactions.  
 
Figure 6.8 Statistics of binary encountering events. (a) A binary encountering event is defined as the duration 
of two particles staying closer than three particle diameters. The duration T ranges from 0.15 s to 2 s, and  
is the orientation difference of two encountering particles. The colormap layouts the relative probability of 
the total orientation difference and minimal distance between two particles in one event for all the events 
considered. (b) Blue, red, cyan, magenta curves correspond to the distribution of  from the starting point 
of the encountering event to T/4, T/2, 3T/4 and T, respectively. No significant change is observed throughout 
the collision event, indicating that 2-particle interaction is not generating orientational order. (c) Scatter 




6.4.4 Dynamic Chaining at Birth and Death of clusters 
 
Figure 6.9 Chaining during the lifecycle of a cluster. (a) Image sequence of the emergence, merge and 
disappearance of clusters in the same area, with red circles labelling the formation of transient head-to-tail 
order. (b) Plot against time of the fraction of particles that are part of transient chains and total number of 
particles in the area. (c) Example of the formation of 4-member loose and transient chain. Cyan numbers 
label the identification of particles, and magenta arrows indicate the direction of rotation for each particle. 
    
It is also an important question to ask what is the role of chain formation in the self-
churning clusters. The chaining is very important as it not only represents the structure but 
also has fundamental impact on the dynamics because of the directional motion of particles. 
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By aligning with each other to form chains, these particles are able to move freely following 
each other, without being clogged as in other active systems at high concentration. Previous 
work reported in our lab has proved that tail repulsion alone could promote the clustering 
of active particles with anisotropic interactions. The self-churning behavior, however, is 
unique in this system with combined tai-tail repulsion and head-to-tail attractions.   
Figure 6.9a shows an area with rich dynamics: first the nucleation of two small clusters 
that are not very well defined, the merge of these two small clusters into a large one, and 
the disappearance of the large cluster. In Figure 6.9b we plot the fraction of chain-forming 
particles and the total number of particles in the area. Overall there is positive correlation 
between the increase of the chain-forming particles and increase of the local particle 
density, but we should notice that in the very beginning when the fraction of chain-forming 
particles increases dramatically, the total number of particles in the area is even decreasing. 
The local density of particles is not required to be increasing for the transient orientational 
order to build up, but higher local density of particles is helpful in assisting the chain 
formation.  
In Figure 6.9c we use a three-particle event to explain how the head-to-tail order arises. 
Note that the induced dipole on each hemisphere is shifted and metal-silica interaction is 
attractive with metal-metal/silica-silica interaction repulsive, giving rise to torques to 
change neighboring particle orientation. From frame 1 to frame 2, none of the four particles 
changed their orientations significantly; at frame 2, particle 2 and particle 3 are close 
enough to feel the torque from each other: they rotate a little bit according to the torque 
while moving and are ready to separate if there are no other particles nearby. However, 
because of the presence of particle 4, particle 3 is not able to escape so that torques between 
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2 and 3, 3 and 4 continue to work on each of them, in frames 3-5. Eventually particles 2, 3 
and 4 align with each other and move collectively until the next effective encounter with 
other particles to change their orientations. Throughout these six frames, the orientation of 
particle 1 did not change at all, because there was no torque working on it.  
These results prove that the order arises at more than two-particle level; in other words, 
the interaction between just two particles does not suffice to produce even the local 
orientational order. The importance of high-than-binary collisions has also been discussed 
in other active systems recently (122). As a consequence, it is rare to observe a single 
particle adding to an existing chain, but rather it is common to see three or more particles 
cooperate to form a chain all at once.  
At the microscopic level, this teamworking effect provides a mechanism to enhance 
local density fluctuations: 1) When three or more particles are close enough, from normal 
system noise, to influence each other, there is a chance they will order to form a coherently 
moving micro-chain rather than diffuse away; 2) For a particle located in the middle of the 
transient structure with two neighbors, its orientation is not as easily relaxed as a freelance 
particle or a leader particle, so that when encountering an obstacle, particles in a team 
cannot all respond at once and dissipate soon, which further increases the local density. 
Macroscopically, this could provide a positive feedback for the local accumulation of 





6.4.5 Spatially Resolved Angular Correlations and Distributions 
 
Figure 6.10 Spatially resolved angular correlation of particles inside a cluster. The cluster is sliced into 
shells with 2D thickness, starting from the cluster centroid. The most inside shell is thus a circle. (a) Angular 
correlation functions for reference particles that reside at different shells inside the cluster, averaged over 
all the particles in the shell and over 20 seconds (1000 frames). (b) Each layer is labelled with a different 
color from blue (most inside) to red (most periphery). (c) The maximum correlation value at the head and 
tail of reference particles that reside at different shells of the cluster.   
 
We have shown above that there is a non-trivial density profile in each cluster. 
Particles are not playing the same rule or enjoying the same neighborhood inside a cluster. 
We dissect one cluster to different shells according to their radial distance to the cluster 
center with a shell thickness of 2D and calculated the angular correlation functions in each 
shell. From the most inside shell 1 to the periphery shell 10, the correlation has two peaks 
at the head and tail of the reference particles, with a larger value at the tail, because for 
particles inside a cluster, the leader particles have a higher chance to meet obstacles that 
are not well aligned than the particles in the middle or at the tail. At the outermost shells, 
particles have slightly larger angular correlation at the head that the tails because they are 




Figure 6.11 Spatially resolved probability distributions of  and  as defined above. (a) Probability 
distribution functions of  for particles residing in thin shells at different radial positions in the cluster (each 
shell is of 2D thickness). (b) Probability distribution functions of  for particles residing in circles with 
increasing radius in the cluster. (c) Probability distribution functions of  for particles residing in thin shells 
at different radial positions in the cluster. (d) Probability distribution functions of  for particles residing in 
circles with increasing radius in the cluster.  
 
In the conventional picture of motility induced phase separations, particles might 
collectively point inward around the cluster edges, but inside clusters particles tend to point 
their directions randomly, highlighting the difference of bulk and surface properties. In the 
self-churning clusters, however, particles orientations (same as the direction of the driving 
force) are pointing inward statistically, regardless of their radial positions (Figure 6.10). 
Together with the non-trivial density profile, this suggests that the clusters can be seen as 






CHAPTER 7  
ADAPTIVE STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF 
ACTIVE COLLOIDAL POLYMER 
 
7.1 Introduction 
By linking many molecular segments together, polymers constitute a unique class of 
materials with outstanding properties for industrial applications and indispensable 
functions in the biological world. It also formulates a fundamental scientific field with 
many interesting questions that are relevant to chemists, physicists and engineers. Unlike 
in synthetic polymers where the covalent bonds are almost always permanent, for 
biopolymers such as DNA, actin or microtubules in the living world, the reversible 
bonding, as well as the ubiquitous energy input from ATP at the molecular level are vital 
for their functions (100, 122-125). This suggests a set of very interesting and fruitful 
problem combinations, of polymer and active matter, though still at an early stage of 
development. Besides actin or microtubule that can only walk on substrate or sliding on 
each other with the help of molecular motors, can we imagine that each segment of a 
polymer chain could be powered?  
Here we extend the power of colloids as a model system in studying conventional 
condensed matter problems such as phase transitions and introduce an active colloidal 
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polymer system, better-controlled compared with active biopolymers. We seek to explore 
the fundamental non-equilibrium aspects of active polymers, with easy-to-control key 
parameters than molecular active system and resolving power down to single segment 
level. The questions we ask are generally important in physics, biology and materials 
science (126), such as the direction of non-equilibrium self-organization, and the 
emergence of active turbulence. One key feature of the active system we are exploring is 
the importance of time-sensitive features that cannot be averaged out. A thorough 
investigation of this process could make it a model system for understanding active systems 
where active elements are involved in dynamic assembly and lead to mechanical and 
dynamic properties of the structure, such as cytoskeletal systems (127). 
 
7.2 Dynamic States  
The particles and experimental setup used in this work is the same as in previous 
chapters. The electric field frequency used in this work is 1 MHz, at which Janus particles 
swim toward the metal coated hemisphere, with the mechanism still under debate. Figure 
7.1 summarizes the basic rules of interactions for the active polymer. Figure 7.1a contains 
an induced dipolar interaction energy map of two Janus particles at close contact, both of 
freely rotating orientation. The pair is attractive around head-to-tail orientations, and can 
be highly repulsive for other relative orientations. From a conventional energetic point of 
view, this selectivity ensures the assembly of colloidal chains by head-to-tail attractions, 
and lateral repulsions keep the chains separate. The flexibility of the chain has two 
contributions from the anisotropic induced dipole interactions and the hydrodynamic 
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interactions as a result of the flow effects that drive the particle motion. The latter, though 
not easy to quantify, can be estimated to be a secondary effect.  
The dynamic effects related to the motion of chains responding to the anisotropic 
interactions with each other are more important and may determine the structures and fates 
of the system during temporal evolution, in contrast to only the energetic considerations 
from an equilibrium point of view. Figure 7.1c represents one example highlighting the 
importance of such dynamic effects in determining the structures. For the simple growth 
of chains, the picture is rather straightforward: as long as the end of one chain meets the 
head of another chain, they may smoothly attach and move together as a longer chain. 
There are many other circumstances than the simple linear growth and the polarity ensued 
from the directional motion dictates different modes of interactions between existing 
chains. It is easier for the structural reconstruction to occur when the two interacting chains 
are moving toward the same direction (same polarity).  As shown in Figure 7.1b, as the 
chain grows longer, the repulsion between chains starts to dominate. A prominent 
consequence of this is that when the head of a chain experiences the repulsion from others, 
takes a sharp turn, detours further due to the persistent motion, and folds somewhere on its 
own body to form a closed ring (Figure 7.1c). Once a ring is closed, it retains certain self-
protecting power by deviating other chains coming nearby. As chain 3 moves forward in 
Figure 7.1c, it takes first turn in response to the torque exerted by ring 1. Because the same 
polarity of motion, the head of chain 3 become closely attached (transiently) with ring1, 
and compete for bonding with the constituent particles on ring 1. Though not successful in 
destructing ring 1 eventually, the first two particles on chain 3 are severely reorientated. 
Because of the opposite polarity of motion for chain 3 and ring 2, they only interact 
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“remotely” without closer interaction and competition for constituent particles. The final 
closure of chain 3 into the ring can be seen as a competition of the chain head with the 
middle part of the chain for bonding. The success is sooner or later because of the same 
polarity of the moving head inward and the middle part of its own body. 
 
Figure 7.1 Interactions rules for the active colloidal polymer. (a) Top panel: 3D schematic showing the 
experimental setup. The relative size is not real scale. Two ITO coated coverslips (blue plates) are separated 
by a 0.12 mm spacer, with 3 m metal-silica Janus sphere aqueous suspensions in between. AC electric field 
is applied perpendicular to the coverslips. Bottom panel: Anisotropic induced dipolar interaction energy 
map of two Janus particles at close contact (at electric field 1MHz, 80 V/mm). 1 and 2 are orientations of 
two interacting particles, respectively. (b) Janus particles assembled into chains by head-to-tail attractions 
and the lateral interactions between chains are mostly repulsive. (c) Bright field microscopic image sequence 
show the movement and structure reconstruction of chain 3, with two sharp turns of the moving direction 
under the influence of rings 1 and 2.     
 
Another key difference from covalent bonding between segments of conventional 
polymers is that the bonding angle is not constant, but rather adaptive to the environment.  
As shown above, the local environment plays an important role in determining the structure 
and dynamics of the active chains. By varying the density of active particles, four dynamics 
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states with distinct features are observed: chain, ring, squeezed-ring (s-ring) and turbulence 
(Figure 7.2a), with the particle density increasing. The first three states are self-explanatory 
by their names and featured by the characteristic structures, but the defining feature of the 
turbulence state is the non-settling dynamics and fluctuation that is similar to the mesoscale 
turbulence. Overlapped with the snapshots in Figure 7.2a are typical trajectories for single 
particles: in the chain state, the density is low so that particles take more random-walk type 
of motion; in the ring state, most of particles reside in a closed ring, performing nearly 
fixed circular motion; in the s-ring state, particles trajectories are more or less localized, 
but the shape of trajectories is more elongated with “protrusions”; in the turbulence state, 
the trajectories are again not localized.  
Although sole energetic consideration would prefer zero bonding angle ( as defined 
in Figure 7.2b), dynamic consideration would prefer closed rings because they have longer 
life time. Smaller rings are better at self-protection; because of their large bonding angle, 
more of the metal hemisphere is exposed to exert large torques on other structures by 
successfully deviating other chains coming nearby. As a consequence, a non-zero peak 
appears at the probability distribution of bonding angle for both ring and s-ring states. The 




Figure 7.2 Dynamic states and adaptive bonding angles observed in active colloidal polymer system. (a) 
Representative images of the chain, ring, squeezed ring (s-ring), and turbulence states at different area 
fraction, with single particle trajectories color coded by time (0 s to 10 s from blue to red). (b) Probability 
distribution functions of the bonding angle for different dynamic states. Cyan, red, blue and magenta colors 
correspond to chain, ring, squeezed ring and turbulence states, respectively.   
 
To examine the lifetime of structures in different states, we examine the features of 
the trajectory overlapping over 40 seconds. The lifetime here is defined qualitatively as 
how long the structures keep their trajectories localized. The lifetime of rings in the ring 
state is very long, up to hours (the longest experimental time), and the lifetime of rings in 
s-ring and turbulence states are roughly ~10 s and ~ 1 s. We present the overlap of motion 
trajectories for the three states in Figure 7.3. The longer lifetime the one has, the better 
chain-like feature it keeps. The trajectories in the ring state are mostly separated rings 
without interacting with each other. There is large area of empty space that is rarely 
explored by any remaining chains. They move in between the localized rings, as if there is 
virtual “trails” for them to follow. when moving between two rings, the chain trajectory is 
always in the middle, implying roughly equal contribution of lateral repulsion from both 
sides. The overlapping trajectories of s-ring state, however, is all over the place, with 
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reminiscence of labyrinth structures as a result of the squeezed rings and the relatively short 
lifetime compared with the time duration for the trajectory overlapping. Hardly any chain-
like feature can be identified from the overlapped trajectories for the turbulence state 
because this time duration is much larger than the lifetime of structures in this state.  
 
Figure 7.3 Overlapped particle trajectories for the (a) ring, (b) s-ring and (c) turbulence states for 40 
seconds, indicating lifetime of the structures.   
 
7.3 Internally Flexible Microswimmers 
The serpentine trajectory of the active colloidal chains here are visually similar to the 
trajectories of snakes. It has been studied that the slithering locomotion of snakes relies on 
the frictional anisotropy of their scales (128), whereas the locomotion of active colloids at 
low Reynolds number is a different story because each segment is by default making equal 
contributions to the motion of the chain. The role of interaction with substrate is not clear 
though. Here we present the serpentine trajectories of active chains as a result of the internal 
freedom and flexibility of the reversibly bonded chains. In Figure 7.4, we show a snapshot 
with active chains of various length, overlapped with their trajectories. Red arrows indicate 
the direction of motion for these chains and the numbers label the length of chains in the 
unit of number of particles. It is intuitive that single particles lead rather straight 
trajectories, because their motion is a combination of persistent motion with random 
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perturbation from Brownian motion and occasional interactions with other particles, 
including electrostatic and hydrodynamic interactions. As each segment is powered on its 
own, perturbation to any of the segments may reflect on the motion of the whole chain. 
From Figure 7.4 we see that long chains retain their structure with a characteristic pitch 
size of roughly 10D, and their trajectories are highly compatible with the structure and can 
be seen as an extension of the structure itself. Surprisingly, even for chains that are shorter 
than half of the pitch size, they are able to follow a trajectory similar to that of longer 
chains, proving that this characteristic pitch is determined by the internal flexibility of 
chains within the range of 4-5 particles. This internal flexibility may be tuned by altering 
the patch size and materials of the Janus particles to effectively shift the dipole position 
from the particle centers. The position of the effective dipole in our case is 3R/8 from the 
center, and allows for a range of bonding angles. If the dipole position is further shifted to 
the poles of the particles, the allowed range of bonding would be smaller and the flexibility 
would be expected to be less and the pitch to be much larger. To learn about the locomotion 
of flexible chain swimmers at microscopic scale is very important for our understanding of 
the mechanism. This could potentially be applied to the design of microscopic snake-like 




Figure 7.4 Serpentine trajectories of dilute active chains. The real microscopic images are overlapped with 
semi-transparent blue trajectories, obtained from overlapping all frames of the same view for three seconds. 
Red arrows with number indicate length of the chain and the moving directions.    
 
7.4 Evolution to Frozen Steady State 
It is usually expected that collections of externally driven particles would form 
strongly fluctuating short-lived structures and patterns that are continually created and 
destroyed, such as those found in turbulent fluids (129) and fluctuating granular matter 
(118). Although this is also found in the high-density regime of our active colloidal 
polymers, at the area fraction of ~ 0.2, the system organized into a dynamic state in which 
the fluctuations are strongly reduced. Such states are considered to be dynamically “frozen” 
as the motion or the kinetic energy of the system is confined only to specific localized 
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regions. Emergence of such a state is termed an absorbing transition (130). Examples of 
systems exhibiting dynamically frozen states include vortices in contaminated 
superconductors (131), and actin powered by molecular motors (124). The question 
remains whether this type of nonequilibrium phase transition is general and arises under 
generic nonequilibrium conditions such as those relevant to biology.  
Figure 7.5a-c presents the time evolution of large scale ring formation process. Starting 
from a uniform single particle suspension, the system undergoes an intermediate state with 
rapid growth and large density fluctuations, eventually arriving at a state with most of rings 
localized in place. Once the electric field (1MHz, 80 V/mm) is applied, the particles rapidly 
attach to each other in a head-to-tail fashion. Single particles and short chains move around, 
picking up other particles and chains, to grow longer and longer. Figure 7.5d plots the 
average contour length and the end-to-end distance for all the assembled structures in the 
system. The persistence length is about 5D, above which the end-to-end distance will be 
smaller than the contour length for a linear chain. However, the primary contribution to the 
discrepancy of contour length and end-to-end distance is the closure of rings whose end-
to-end distance is zero. Ring closure mostly happen when chains grow long enough and 
get detoured by nearby structures, bite somewhere on its own body, close into a smaller 
ring and abandon the rest of the chain. This is in contrast to synthetic polymers that only 
have a chance to close end-to-end, whose probability is really low. The ring closure thus 
not only reduces the end-to-end distance but also the contour length. The growth chart is 
characterized by an unusual overshoot, as a result of the competition of the growing process 
that increase the size and the self-organization that decreases the size of polymers. The 






Figure 7.5 Time evolution of large scale ring formation process. (a)-(c) are snapshots of the system at 
different time. (d) Time evolution of average contour length and end-to-end distance of the active colloidal 
polymers, including all the chains and rings. (e) Time evolution of the weight fraction of ring polymers in the 
whole system. (f) Probability distributions of ring size at the final stage. 
      
When rings first emerge in the system, they could be large in size, but large rings could 
be floppy due to the short persistence length. These large rings usually experience further 
structural reorganization into smaller rings, with the attack of freely moving chains. The 
ring size distribution in the end is shown in Figure 7.5f, which is approximately a log-
normal distribution (red lines). Many natural phenomena can be described by log-normal 
distribution, because many natural growth processes are driven by the accumulation of 
many small percentage changes, which become additive on a log scale. Normal distribution 
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may be recovered if the standard deviation is sufficiently small, the normal distribution can 
be an adequate approximation). Examples include human behaviors such as the length of 
comments posted on internet (132), measures of size of living tissues (133), and the 
distribution of firing rates across a population of neurons (134). More relevant examples 
are the particle size distribution in colloidal science and polymer chemistry, such as particle 
size distributions produced by comminution with random impacts like ball milling (135). 
A more straightforward analogy to the growing process here is the fragmentation process, 
because the ring formation later is accompanied with a “fragmentation” of a long chain 
into a ring and a smaller ring.  
 
Figure 7.6 Exponent for the number fluctuation for the ring formation process, in accordance with the 
process in Figure 7.5. 
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In contrast to equilibrium systems where density is well-defined, giant number 
fluctuation is common for active systems. The characteristic power of number fluctuations 
(N) scaling with the increasing system size (N) for equilibrium system is 0.5, and could 
be as large as 1 in active systems. During the evolution to frozen steady state, the power 
first increases during the growth process, and then decreases to around 0.6 (Figure 7.6). 
The number fluctuation evolution can also be seen in Figure 7.5 (a)-(c). 
 
7.5 Collective Vorticity and Active Turbulence  
From a different point of view, the rotating structures in the ring and s-ring states can 
be seen as vortices of different morphology. Figure 7.7a-d present the vorticity map 
overlapped with microscopic images, with red and blue color representing clockwise and 
anti-clockwise rotations. As expected, the vortices in the s-ring state are more elongated. 
Spatial correlation function of vorticity is calculated for the two states and they give similar 
correlation length if one defines as the length at first zero passage; if one defines correlation 
length as the first minimum, it would be larger for the ring state than the s-ring. The 
correlation functions show periodic feature over long distances. More difference of the 
morphology for the two states can be found in the fingerprints of the correlation functions 




Figure 7.7 Vorticity of the ring and squeezed-ring states. (a)-(b) are snap shots from the two states 
overlapped with semi-transparent vorticity map. Red and blue represent clockwise and anti-clockwise 
rotation, respectively. (c)-(d) Vorticity maps for the ring (magenta bordered) and squeezed-ring states (blue 
bordered), obtained from particle image velocimetry (PIV) analysis. (e) Spatial correlation functions of 
vorticity for the ring (magenta) and squeezed-ring (blue) states.     
 
As a ubiquitous and fascinating phenomenon, turbulence is observed in systems as 
small as biological and quantum systems, and as large as oceanic currents. One intriguing 
example is the collective self-sustained turbulent motion of microbial suspensions. It is still 
under debate whether the turbulent phases in living matter are universal or system-specific. 
In contrast to the microbial suspensions in which the bacteria mostly interacting with each 
other by alignment, here we present an interesting case of active turbulence in reversible 
polymeric active matter. We use PIV to track the velocity field of the collective motion, by 
selecting appropriate window size (Figure 7.8). Vorticity is then derived from the velocity 
field. Unlike the ring and s-ring states, the steady state of the turbulence state does not have 
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long lived rings, and is characterized by the non-settling dynamics similar to that of 
microbial suspensions. Small rings may form occasionally, but soon disappear by the 
random perturbation and frequent structural reconfiguration. As we have reported before, 
head-to-head repulsion may lead to alignment interactions. This tendency remains in the 
active polymer system, but because of the geometric confinement and the attraction 
between particles, only very local alignment (nematic order, Figure 7.8b) can be found.  
 
Figure 7.8 Velocity and vorticity field of the turbulence state. (a) Snapshot of a bright field microscopic 
image. (b) Enlarged view of the selected area in (a). Red arrows indicate the velocity field, with length 
indicating the velocity magnitude.  (c) Velocity field of the snapshot in (a). (d) Vorticity map of (a). 
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Figure 7.9 Spatial and temporal correlations of the velocity, vorticity and density map for the turbulence 
state, obtained from PIV analysis. (a) Spatial correlation functions of the velocity, vorticity and density, with 
inset emphasizing the specific range at short length scale and small correlation values. (b) Temporal 
correlation functions of the velocity, vorticity and density, with inset emphasizing the fingerprint features 
from 50 s to 200 s. Density curve in the inset is shifted to match the patterns of velocity and vorticity, 
according to the first peak on the left of blue and cyan lines in (d). (c) Autocorrelation functions of the 
fingerprint temporal correlation functions (50 s<t< 200 s) for the three quantities. (d) Cross-correlations of 
the fingerprint temporal correlation functions (50 s < t < 200 s).  
 
 Figure 7.9a presents the spatial correlation of velocity, vorticity and density and it is 
notable that the correlation length of density is much longer than that of velocity and 
vorticity. Because of the crowded environment, larger scale alignment fails to emerge so 
that velocity and vorticity are very localized without long distance correlation. Large 
density fluctuation is present (with the power of ~0.7), and its characteristic length scale is 
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much larger than that of velocity and vorticity. In the temporal correlation functions 
presented in Figure 7.9b, we seek to find cascading effects between the three quantities. 
Attempts are made to calculate the cross correlation between the pairs of correlation 
functions (velocity/vorticity, vorticity/density, velocity/density, 50 s < t < 200 s). It is 
clearly shown that velocity and vorticity are positively correlated, whereas they are both 
negatively correlated with density at zero time-lag. Because vorticity is derived from 
velocity, and both characterize the local motion of structures, their positive correlation is 
easy to understand. The time lag between density and velocity, implies that it takes some 
time to reflect the change of local velocity to that of density.  
 
7.6 Conclusions  
We present a novel active colloidal system in which active particles are able to 
attached with each other to form reversible chains, acquire directional motion together, and 
modulate their structures and trajectories due to the intrinsic freedom and flexibility. The 
interaction between particles are dominated by head-to-tail attraction, whereas the 
interactions between chains are dominated by lateral repulsions. These interaction rules, 
together with the directional motion, present four different dynamic states on a larger scale. 
Adaptive bonding is found to be important for the emergence of different states, and each 
presents unique dynamics of its own. The investigation of these systems is of both 
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